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Currently consider the connection of all things, in themselves and their relation to one another. For in a manner
all things are implicated with one another and all in this way are friendly to one another, for one thing comes to
order and this is by virtue of all the active movement and mutual conspiration, and the unity of substance.
Marcus Aurelius, Roman Emperor, writing in the First Century AD, and still a best-seller in Penguin paperback

Frontispiece illustration: Sacred Centres:

The rainbow rod of the Human Chakra Octave is set against the background of the Ying-Yang, topped by the wings of Spirit and encircled by
the Signs of the Zodiac - a beautiful icon depicting SPANNERS AND VEILS 1-4 - painted by Barry Stevens

Title and Contents pages: The Ouroboros Symbol
The Ouroboros, - the snake eating its tail - represents the seamless continuity of the Universe, the reality beyond the illusion of a beginning
and end. In the present book it stands for the meeting of Ancient with Modern knowledge, and encapsulates the idea of recurring octaves in
cycles – the one on the title page is taken from an Alexandrian Gnostic manuscript with the Greek inscription ‘All is One’, whilst that on the

Contents Page twists into the symbol for infinity

WOULD YOU LIKE A COPY OF THIS BOOK?
This book can be read on-line, but cannot be printed by you. You can order a hard copy from the shopping list
accessed from the Home Page (or e-mail me asking for one). Great care is taken to make a good quality copy,
saving the high cost of toner (given there are many pictures) and paper.

Suggestions for inclusions, amendments or corrections are welcome, and should be sent to
asia@cosmokrator.com.
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FOREWORD
Our modes of communication have changed beyond all recognition in the first decade of the twenty-first
century. Sit in a train carriage or aeroplane on any average journey, and we see people conversing on
mobile phones, taking in pictures and e-mails and accessing the internet via these small instruments, or
on slightly larger laptops. We can pay our bills not simply by a cheque sent in the post, but through
pressing a few buttons on a computer, check our bank account on-line, or make credit card payments in
the twinkling of an eye by punching in a PIN number at the check-out. We certainly no longer need to
provide the actual metal currency from the bottom of our pockets, even though metal value is still the
primary root of the value we put on things (replacing worth in terms of head of cattle, cowries or similar).

Ill. 0 - 1: Global radiation created by worldwide Internet connections (South America and West Africa to the
middle/US and Europe at the top) – from London Metro Newspaper 21 June 2001

None of this would be possible without the interchangeability of signals on different wavelengths whereby
one medium can be transformed into another - a drawing can become a phone signal and sent from a fax
machine to come out as a drawing again on another continent, or a person experiences strong colour
sensations while listening to music. This is a truly important angle from which to get to grips with the
complexity of the universe, because it is so simple and so harmless. This is what Cosmokrator and its
booklets explore, in a way appealing to children and adults alike.
It is unusual for anyone to invent something completely original. Cosmokrator, model of the Cosmos, is
the result of forty years’ study and attendance by the author at meetings of many unusual societies and
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groups, and the readers of this book who also attended and read the books will surely recognise the
varied sources of the ideas put forward, and encourage their dissemination too, because they are
perennial and go back to the dawn of mankind. We have come to a period when it is time for modern
man to shake hands with ancient man - and their survivors amongst indigenous peoples.
Every now and then a person makes a connection between two fields and something new is born. This is
a process Arthur Koestler named ‘bisociation’, as in the instance of George Stephenson watching a kettle
boiling and realising that its force could move a train. I believe this is the case with Cosmokrator, where
the arrangement of the zodiac in the sky above us is

Ill. 0 - 2: Made-up model of Cosmokrator, Patent no. 3014118
[Order your own model on www.cosmokrator.com]

blended with a fourteen-faceted, so-called ‘Archimedean solid’ known about and carved by Neolithic
people in Scotland around 3000BC. This object, that fuses ancient and modern knowledge in the manner
of Plato’s model of the Cosmos, the dodecahedron, was not arrived at alone, but during one Christmas in
the company of my late and ancient friend, Charles Musès aka Senenmut. He chose the 14-faceted
polyhedron, and I pinpointed the starting point for the sequence which determined its colouring. But after
our argument (material for the autobiography!) I worked days, months and years checking the
palimpsest of the past to show how it could be used as a master-key to demonstrate links, in both
science and art, to the primal universe in which we are bathed, offering an attractive basis for
understanding the principles of almost everything, on any plane.
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The set of illustrated booklets that amplify the uses of Cosmokrator go some way towards resurrecting an
ancient wisdom that works as good as new, to enable any ordinary person of average or high education
to tie together the particular disparate threads of knowledge, belief and experience they have acquired as
an individual to place them within one universal, simple net, and thereby open themselves up to a wider
sea of enhanced use. It is particularly addressed to those who have put their life-style and spiritual shape
on the line to go out on a limb to seek the bigger truth about their life.
The first person responsible for a vast contribution to this series of books explaining Cosmokrator is
Maryel Gardyne. She sat at the feet of many of the same teachers as I did and was particularly fascinated
by the numbers common to science and art. A third of the picture research, some from little-known
publications, was done by her, and she commissioned Josephine Munthali to do many of the geometric
diagrams, as well as Barry Stevens to paint the complex colour diagrams outside the competence of this
author’s own ruler and brush. She is responsible for early drafts of several of the books in this series, and
the book on the Pythagaorean Comma (Book 13) is almost entirely hers. Although, along with hundreds
of other seekers, we were following routes fuelled by a host of important books on these subjects that
had come out in the 1960s onwards (see Footnotes and consolidated Bibliography in Book 14), she
mostly provided the groundwork for the science material, which with the help of scientists friends I
updated to the present time. Being an art historian myself, I contributed most of the work on colour and
the arts and angled all the material to follow one overarching theme. It was apparent that the separate
subjects of the books could be brought together under the one unifying theory of correspondences expressed so succinctly in the gnostic writings of Hermes Trismegistus (Thrice-Great Mercury, God of
Wisdom), notably in the phrase, ‘AS ABOVE, SO BELOW’.
Our series shows that, indeed, from Atum (the Great and Invisible He-She upholding the Universe) right
down to the structure of the Atom, the same cycles and patterns can be identified that follow the musical
intervals of the notes of the Octave (how otherwise could the Universe hold together?). By 'octave' we
mean the ascending scale of notes starting at Middle C and ending at the 8 th note (top C, also the first
note of the next octave). Maryel was adept at spotting the octaves running throughout existence, an
approach as dear to Pythagoras as it was to Gurdjieff, and I hope looking down from higher worlds after
a life of physical hardship she will see Cosmokrator as the fruition of her contribution.
Because of the indispensable role of Gardyne and Musès in providing core material for these books, I will
where appropriate write as ‘we’, rather than ‘I’, though there are many sections where I do write just as
myself, the final coordinator. When writing as ‘we’ I may also be including in my mind all those other
people that made the production and promulgation of Cosmokrator possible

– especially Kim Wain,

Malcolm Collins, Jim Treasure, Laura Harris and Richard Cooper who all had faith in the idea in its
embryonic stages.
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Two more people: the series could not have been written without the seminal work of two charismatic
teachers, known to each other, and famed for their books, public lectures and workshops from the 1960s
onwards, when in the era of Flower Power the youth of the Western World travelled to the East in search
of spiritual guidance. The two particular individuals I have in mind took on ancient knowledge in its
arcane forms and made it digestible for large groups of us modern humans. One is Keith Critchlow 1,
Master Geometer and Cosmologist, now Emeritus Professor at the Prince of Wales’s School of
Architecture, and the other Warren Kenton2, illuminatus of the mediaeval Toledan Kabbalist tradition,
initially absorbed into English culture by the circle round Elizabeth I, notably in the person of her courtier
(perhaps son), Francis Bacon. They have both generously allowed the use of their diagrams from their
prolific publications, mostly still in print (see the Bibliography at the end of Book 14 and Footnotes).
And there are others to whom I am indebted from circles in the School of Economic Science (Newton
Institute, London) and other esoteric groups. I was fortunate enough to know many of the friends of
Ananda Coomaraswamy, writer on sacred Indian art published by oriental booksellers Luzac of 46 Great
Russell Street opposite the gates of the British Museum - where I worked part-time as a university
student. He wrote on the copyright page of one of his books that anyone could use anything from his
book free, since what he wrote came from the pool of all human knowledge, to which he could make no
claim of individual ownership. In the same spirit Sir John Sulston recently fought to ensure that no
human could claim ownership of the Human Genome, surely not a human, but a Divine, structure.
We try in this series to rest at the interface of the mutual validation of different spheres of knowledge. To
go below it is to enter the realm of religious, emotional or intellectual bigotry, of the belief that only one
tribe or society or branch of knowledge knows the absolute truth. Our book is simply a starting-point for
you to proceed on your own terms. During my particular quest, I joined many secret societies and
travelled to far-flung countries to sunbathe first-hand in the fading glories of their ancient wisdom. I was
determined to look beyond the comforts of conventional religion and penetrate to universal basics before
making up my mind on the most satisfactory comprehensive approach. I mention this because I speak
for a twenty-first-century trend that seeks to spell out the steps towards spiritual enlightenment from
square one, taking nothing on trust. Each person who followed their search in this kind of way has their
own particular mix of knowledge derived from their wandering years. In that sense this book is a
summary and reflection of at least five decades of spiritual detective work pursued by groups of
individuals who sought to get back to the basics of our Western Spiritual Tradition in the post-War
English-speaking world, especially in Britain3. We had to do this because after two world wars it had
1

Keith Critchlow Time Stands Still London 1979
Warren Kenton Kabbalah London 1979
3
Hugh McLeod in The Religious Crisis of the 1960s OUP 2008 describes how ‘In less than two decades a hitherto
tightly knit set of moral norms, rules of behaviour and rites of passage such as baptism or church marriage lost their
grip on the majority in Western Europe and, to a lesser extent, the USA.’
2
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undergone a serious rot, not only in the Western World, but in the ‘underdeveloped’ countries as well. All
this was due to a growing amnesia within mankind of, at every level, of what the principles of life are,
and about which our own religious leaders themselves seemed to be unaware.
This was a time when a great deal of travelling was undertaken by individuals who believed that if
Christendom was exhausted, it must be replenished from the dying embers of other great faiths, be it
Hinduism, Kabbalah, Islam or Buddhism. This was an important phase of assessment of all spiritual
traditions available, but many found that it just was not possible to go against one’s roots and start
behaving as a Hindu, Muslim or Buddhist was expected to behave. In fact deeper indigenous roots were
waiting to be reinstated thanks to intensive research into Neolithic civilizations, their peoples, stone
circles and pre-monotheistic beliefs (helped by present-day tribal survivals) from which there came the
realization that ancient Britons and Picts were highly numerate and capable of sophisticated astronomical
observation. A New Stone Age type evolved, the Sixties Hippy, if not a hunter-gatherer, in appearance
looking much the same. Other seekers were vaguer and non-denominational, picking up smatterings of
colour or aromatherapy here, meditation there, and Tai Chi or Aikido somewhere else.
Originally from Christian families, the main contributors to this book took part in the self-education
groups and societies that sprang up all over Britain in increasing numbers from the 1960s onwards. For
Maryel Gardyne the seeds were sown in a rural 1930s childhood, while for me dissatisfaction with the
state of Christianity and the need to find alternatives only began on leaving school in Africa and plunging
into what 1960s London had to offer –under the surface it gave much, much more than mini-skirts and
the Beatles. It is important to explain some of this background to readers because they themselves are
likely to have been part of it too, at one or several junctures. The authors want to be understood as
speaking for all the work this substantial number of seekers undertook, and all the work of those they
drew upon, and take little or no credit for being the ones to make an updated and consolidated summary
of what they found. Thousands of people in Britain and further afield have learned from each other year
by year in a mighty resonance, acting as cells in a current guided from on high to cleanse and turn the
tide of world affairs for the good. It has been suggested by one author of this time, Joscelyn Godwin4,
that humanity in alchemical terms is now in a state of negrido, the final putrefaction that can only be the
harbinger of purification. It surely cannot get very much blacker.
All those highways and byways we children of the Sixties have travelled in our search for the meaning of
our existence - finding that orthodox religious leaders seemed no longer to know their own tradition have their place somewhere on the map of universally valid knowledge. Your random pluckings of
different flowers from these highways and

byways over the decades – whether poetical, scientific,

heretic or orthodox - will not have been in vain if you can fashion a vase to put them into – for this we

4

Joscelyn Godwin (ed.) Robert Fludd London 1979
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offer Cosmokrator and its books. We have a method to share with you here, childish in its simplicity, and
therefore suitable for people of all ages. What better grounding could a child have than to know and use
those few principles uniting all things?

Ill. 0 - 3: The Octave: The seven notes of the octave manifest in any medium that emits sound - percussively by
striking bells of different sizes, or glasses with differing fills of liquid – German woodcut illustrating Pythagoras’
alleged identification of the rules of the octave

The seven most obvious ways in which the Octave can be subdivided (whether as sound, colour, or other
media) point the way. Let us remind ourselves how the basic octave is made up of a progression of seven
notes, ending on the eighth (hence its name). But every musician knows the octave can be further
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subdivided into smaller and smaller subdivisions - realistically there is the basic octave of seven divisions,
plus six further octaves with finer and finer subdivisions matching the SEVEN DIMENSIONS known to
modern Physics5. In our terms in the Cosmokrator books we call these modes of subdivision 'THE SEVEN
SPANNERS', discussed one by one as we move forward in the series, as shown in the right column of the
series book list (Ill. 0 - 4).

We use this knowledge as the basis of a core curriculum which should be every child’s right, not as a
weird, alternative knowledge, but as the core tradition against which the material they are given in
schools today should be judged – and used to compensate it if lacking.
Using ancient-world terminology, we prefer to describe the SPANNERS as 'VEILS OF ISIS’ clothing the
invisible Goddess of the Universe. According to an ancient Saite inscription, She it is who lies hidden
beyond the SEVEN VEILS OF EXISTENCE. Syriac Christianity describes God as ‘Father to the fatherless and
Mother to the Motherless’. We explore His/Her significance later in the series but in modern terms we
might call Isis not even the ‘Background Radiation’ of the Universe but the Vacuum that contains it
(Taoism would call this Womb/Tomb of the Universe ‘The Mother of All Things’). In our use of
Cosmokrator we go with both terms because ‘SPANNER’ will appeal more to men than women, and to the
scientists amongst you - whilst we feel the term ‘VEIL’ will appeal more to women and to those educated
in the Humanities who tend to mistrust technology. They were not always separate - the ancient Greek
word for ‘art’ was techne, or ‘means of making’. Between them, these two terms should bridge the malefemale/science-arts divide. As you can see from Ill. 0 - 4, pursuing their escalation from the simple to the
complex, we number these SPANNERS/VEILS from one to seven, using the entire series of booklets to
fully explain their workings and use to your satisfaction. The books can be ordered via the Spectra link on
either the www.cosmokrator.com website, or www.layish.co.uk.
Because Cosmokrator in one object combines in it knowledge of nearly all the SPANNERS, or VEILS OF
EXISTENCE (certainly NOS 1-5), it usefully prepares the way for the last two, more complex ones
introduced at the end of the series. And as it has to be physically assembled in the round, its hidden
properties are absorbed subconsciously by the maker while sticking it together. Hence we have
introduced it to you as the equivalent of a Cosmic ‘Scout Knife’ at the outset since, as well as being
useful, it serves as a focal point to make sense of the books, and vice versa. The great Vedic Masters
used to say that some pupils on their life quest wish to watch the mango tree grow gradually from
seedling to full-grown tree, and are willing to wait for the fruit – but that others want the mango first,
and then to set to work at understanding the genesis of the tree that bore it. Cosmokrator is your mango

5

String Theory offers 11 dimensions but the extra four are too evanescent to treat with until we have dealt with the
basic Octave and can move on to the semi-tonal division of the Octave into 12 parts.
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in advance, miniaturising many aspects of the universe to viewable scale, whilst the books explain the
structure of the tree it grows from.
In times when people have lost their sense of order, Cosmokrator will, we hope, prove to be a priceless
touchstone to gain access to the basic measures of the universe you live in, and bring about many kinds
of personal transformation - standing, as we humans do, between Atum (The Great He/She of the
Universe seen as one mighty body) and Atomic structure (where maleness or femaleness is decided by
tiny chromosomes in every human cell)! Even though our higher self already knows Cosmic Law, in our
state of forgetfulness it has to be spelt out to us over and over again – physically to the senses
and mentally to the mind, by devices such as Cosmokrator and the diagrams and illustrations
accompanying our text - so that we eventually capitulate to what Spirit is trying to feed us. It is a pity
this is necessary, but this curriculum is no longer available in schools or universities, and has not been for
some centuries other than in secret societies. It is strange that the most normal knowledge in the world
has gained the cachet of forbidden fruit, when really half of what is taught in the big wide world today is
what is should be forbidden (take genetic engineering as an example).
Our books show, in simple terms, how to align the different levels we humans operate on, which, due to
the distractions of world disaster, social disorder and industrialisation, have slipped out of
synchronisation. It can be a life work to learn how to avoid being thrown sideways by the not uncommon
contradictory situation where we find our body is rowing in one direction on the current of physical
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Ill. 0 - 4: Spectra’s Cosmokrator Book Series: The SEVEN SPANNERS/VEILS are introduced gradually as the subdivisions of the octave are refined
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sensation while our mind is pulled by ideas in another - and our emotions in yet another. To
become attuned, we need to build a staircase to link these different floors of our personal self, so
as to synchronise them harmoniously, and become whole. The Biblical phrase ‘Seek first the
Kingdom of Heaven, and everything else will be added unto you’ comes to mind – which means
that if we climb to the top floor first, we get a bird’s-eye view of what is going on on the lower
floors and are in a position to run them properly. The alternative is to become more and more
fragmented and disassociated as these different aspects of ourself tear us apart, leaving us
camped out on the remaining floor standing (usually the eat/sleep basement), ever more onedimensional and robotic, and certainly less than human.
There are many signs that mankind is in a highly dissonant state 6: one is that children no longer
sing tunefully in the primary schools, and another that thousands of people actually like sitting in
trains with a high-volume Walkman blaring a cacophony of abrasive sound shutting out the

universe, suggesting that the average urban human at least has lost all sense of mild harmony,
and by now desperately in need of retuning so as to return, if only momentarily, to normality and
neutral gear – and then to maintain it as a way of life. A further indication of our dire straits is
that many young people actually cannot sit still in silence for even a minute, but need rough
noise as background while they twitch and jiggle to it. So-called ‘backward’ indigenous peoples,
however, still have the ability to sing their tribal music in the rich harmonies that come to them
as naturally as bird-song because they are still linked to other levels of the surrounding cosmos.
They certainly do not need a constant flow of ‘entertainment’ to keep them energised. Despite
so-called ‘Progress’, such tribes are a clear reminder to us of our atrophying faculties, in the
same way that dogs remind us of our lost sense of smell, or bats of sensitive hearing. These
tribes are under threat by industrialised, global people, the kind who are cut off from the
harmonics of the cosmos than can only be experienced in virgin nature following a more natural
way of life under open skies.
A best-seller published in the 1960s by Colin Wilson, called The Outsider, described geniuses like
Van Gogh and Nijinsky who felt they did not ‘fit’ amongst ordinary people. But talk to the average
person in the street and you find that, almost without exception, he or she also feels they are an
outsider, with deep thoughts and experiences they cannot share. I would think you are one of
them, since ‘the outsider feeling’ is the mark of someone who is trying to keep alive the human
norms that others around them (the ones in a sorry mess) are doing their best to deny so they
can bring you down with them! Let us all admit our longing for order, beauty and harmony and
buy into their languages from whatever starting point we find ourselves, so that our children can
benefit and no longer undergo malformation.
6

As the Qur’an puts it ‘Inn al-Insana la-fi khusr’ (‘Truly mankind is in a desperate situation’)
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Our set of small books making up the series shows how the broken pieces of our own very rich
Western Tradition, like Humpty Dumpty, can be pieced together again: it awaits your renewed
adherence and reconnection to its life-enhancing power. This Tradition is the old coat that fits
like a second skin, turning out to be better than any of the new ones. It has been hanging at the
back of the cupboard waiting to be given a shake and a brush-over despite the moth-holes.
Go to the next page and let us make a start.

Asia Shepsut Eastbourne 2005
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO COSMOKRATOR
Although you could read all the books in the Cosmokrator series with your Cosmokrator model
beside you, and might already have read some or all of the ‘Getting Started’ leaflet on the
www.cosmokrator.com website you can, alternatively, put Cosmokrator out of your mind
altogether and just read these books as independent items (they will in any event finally lead to
Cosmokrator). You can by the end of the series make a decision if you wish to make use of this
complex, colourful model (‘Cosmo’ as we affectionately nickname it) and for the time being
simply skip the references to its structure and use.
But for those already introduced to the Cosmokrator model, I will just start with a short preamble
to show why it is used as a focal point for these books, because it embodies an ancient tradition
which belongs to all of us. It can re-enrich our lives by linking us to the ancient past, while also
giving us keys to our present situation.
At the very outset, though, you should not feel you have to read everything. Looking at the
pictures alone is worth thousands of words.
At this stage all that is needed is a quick overall view of what lies behind Cosmokrator’s colours
and form, for which the full evidence unfolds in individual books that consider the range of the
created world we live in, from Atum, at the originating centre of Cosmokrator, right down to the
subatomic orbits of Atomic structure. Cosmokrator refers to that entire ladder of creation in one
beautiful object that you can hold in your hand or put on your mantelpiece or home altar, shifting
it round every month so that the current Sign of the zodiac is uppermost to catch the light.
It has on its facets the complete set of symbols for the zodiac signs and their ruling planets that
are just now being recognised as completing the sequence for the Aquarian Age. The symbols as
given on the Cosmokrator website are repeated in circular form here (Ill. 0 - 5). These correlate
on Cosmokrator to particular colours that in turn echo musical notes.
The Cosmokrator model is an instrument pointing to knowledge beyond and within the human
scale, given to you at the start precisely because it is the mango on the Tree of Knowledge that
some want to pick straight away, before understanding how the tree it came from grew. Its
implications are so rich that we cannot explain them all at once but need to let them unfold
gradually through this series of small books that come with it which you print off from the
www.cosmokrator.com website for a small charge. The word Cosmokrator means ‘Ruler of the
Order of the Universe’ and has a double significance – that it can be used by us to measure
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aspects of world harmony, and that its shapes and colours are what lie behind, and govern, the
seamless running of the universe into which we are plunged.

Ill. 0 - 5 Signs of the zodiac and their ruling planets for the Age of Aquarius © Author [The best
background reading for the updated ‘alphabet’ of planets and their signs are the books of Linda Goodman 7 ]

_______________________________________________________________________________

The Stone Age Cosmokrator
Astounding was the discovery that we have in our museums several examples of a threedimensional calculator similar to Cosmokrator - dating back to Neolithic times and carved in
stone, not made of cardboard, and with spheroid, rather than flat, facets. It is described in the
Getting Started leaflet as the inspiration for our Cosmokrator, though in fact we had devised
Cosmo before we came across these multi-spheroid stone balls. Keith Critchlow, Master
Geometer of our time (see Foreword), was the first to recognise the significance of these objects,
which had been consigned to museum storage drawers and considered to be weapons of war –
but who would carve a cannon ball with such precise geometry, out of granite? It is amazing to

7

All in Pan paperback – especially her Sun Signs, Love Signs and Star Signs, all perennially in print.
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think that around 3,000BC Neolithic Man was carving many such hand-held objects, about the
size of a tennis ball:

Ill. 0 - 6 Neolithic Stone Ball with 14 facets: from Aberdeenshire, dating to 3000BC
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford [photo © author]

Now mostly stored in Britain’s museums and rarely on display, some have as few as four faces
(tetrahedral) while others have over 50 (see Book 13/SPANNER 7) - and there are a few with
fourteen facets as in our illustration – the same number as our Cosmokrator. The fact that there
are hundreds of these balls, most found in Scotland or the very north of England, suggests they
had a precise and important purpose for the Neolithic Scots (?Picts) - akin to what Cosmokrator
now offers us, with the added dimension of colour. This granite ball from Aberdeenshire in the
Ashmolean Museum is, on inspection, not a massive object at all, but small enough to fit neatly
into the cupped hand, and must have had some kind of numerical purpose, possibly astronomical
if referring to sky sectors, in some way to do with dividing up the whole into parts. Their
existence means we must revise our idea that Plato ‘invented’ the Platonic solids, for clearly he
inherited a very ancient tradition of geometry and cosmology from our Hyperborean island, via
Europe. Hence the Greek tradition, recounted by Diodorus Siculus, that Apollo travelled between
Greece and Hyperborea to bring back the lyre lore of the druidic 8-stringed instrument and the
transposition of its notes into geometry8 (see Book 11 on harmonic architecture). I like to think,
therefore, that Cosmokrator is a modern update on an almost lost British Stone Age tradition that
links us back to our ancestral roots.
8

Anne Macaulay Apollo’s Lyre (unpublished manuscript)
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Duality and the First Spanner

To make duality real we will express it by switches between black text on white and white text on
black in the rest of this book! Think of situations in your life where a day may feel negative, or in
reverse in contrast to other positive days when everything feels ‘developed’. We could as well use
the complementary colour pairs, but for now we will keep to the black –v- white opposition.
Cosmokrator’s great virtue is that it contains within it Five of the Seven Veils that cloak Reality,
combined in one colourful three-dimensional icon that you can use like a multiple life SPANNER,
or compass, to lift the veil on Life. Some are complex and take time to understand, but the
simplest reality it embodies, SPANNER 1, the principle of Opposites, or Complements, (described
in the Getting Started leaflet on www.cosmokrator.com) you can start using straight away
because everybody understands opposites, whether as left and right, man and woman or black
and white! In musical terms this is the equivalent of pressing a string of a guitar down at the
half-way stop to get a note one octave higher than the note created by plucking the full-length,
the ratio being 2:1 (the diapason).
This introductory booklet not only looks more deeply at the FIRST SPANNER, the FIRST VEIL, but
will also give you a sense of what the later SPANNERS will be like, which the later books in the
series will help to explain simply for your everyday use. All of the booklets, like this one, will be
fully illustrated in order to expand on the hidden treasures locked inside Cosmokrator.
Before setting about using Cosmokrator, even on its simplest level, most readers want to know in
a general way how and why the model is so special. One thing is certain: it is a true reflector, on

Ill. 0 - 7: SPANNER 1/VEIL 1: The Ying-Yang Symbol All polarities have something of their opposite
within themselves – hence the dots inside the Dark-Light, Negative-Positive or Ying-Yang halves, which
musically express the first division of Wholeness into the Diapason (see Book 1)
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a small scale, of the heavens above. This does not so much mean the sky above, but the higher
levels of existence. There are different meanings to the term, ‘heavens above’ and those who are
really interested can collect all the books in the series for which Cosmokrator is the touchstone.
We hope to have issued them all over a period of five years from 2008 to 2012. The title of the
series, FROM ATUM TO ATOM, refers to the Egyptian God, Atum, the hidden God of the
Beginning of All, at a level of causation even beyond the Sky, and whose name has been
translated as ‘The Great He-She’, familiar to us in Far Eastern terms as the Ying-Yang symbol –
our VEIL 1 (see Ill. 0 - 7). In other words, the Great Powerhouse which contains us is obscured by
the interplay of opposites of all kinds, but we can use that principle to resolve their conflict and
make use of it. For instance, the Ying-Yang contrast manifests as the positive and negative poles
in all the electrical supplies on which we rely to run our everyday lives.
That is why we intersperse this book with some illustrations and text in the negative, just to
remind you of this duality at work throughout existence. This powerful Principle of Opposites is
indicated on Cosmokrator as the Sirius (White) and North Pole (Black) facets, as well as by its six
pairs of complementary colours.
The first appearance of duality out of Wholeness, the pairs of opposites - the Great Ying-Yang –
we call, as already mentioned, VEIL 1, or SPANNER 1. Being the first natural measure, it is as
cosmically unalterable as gravity. It is the most powerful law because it is the most simple. Men
and women are simply reflections of the Supreme Positive and the Supreme Negative, like the
opposite ends of a magnet. Sexuality is a minor aspect of Polarity, for the latest science tells us
the difference shows up in every cell of the body in the chromosomes, in differing secretions, in
brain vibrations, and a host of other factors nothing to do with the reproductive organs. In other
words, polarity in humans lies within each person holographically, for every individual at cell level
has their own male-female mix (a surgical operation to extend or cut off the sex organs is
limited, since it does not alter body cells or psychological makeup). Physical sex is simply a byproduct of the way the cosmic Ying-Yang has to operate in the material world of biology (see
Book 6). As we have seen, its foundations at the beginning of Time lie in quite a different
dimension, at the dawn of creation. In the initial attraction between the sexes, it is often the full
power of that foundation which is experienced first (read Plato’s Symposium on Love!), until it
drowns beneath its denser workings.
All this is to point to the fact that Divine Law cannot be tinkered with since it is built in from the
very start in worlds, or planes, far beyond the physical. Polarity is a powerful measure that
cannot be defied, and is best cooperated with according to its intrinsic nature, otherwise the
tension is too hard to bear! This is true in all kinds of every-day situations, but for now, sex is an
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obvious example of applying such an all-encompassing harmonic to clarify our personal lives. Veil
One is the explanation behind the great myths of Sky-Earth couples such as Inanna and
Tammuz; Isis and Osiris, Mary and Jesus, where today we are more likely to experience
SPANNER/VEIL 1 at work as the positive and negative poles of electricity. This metaphysical law
working within Wholeness remains the same, whatever the terminology and whatever the level of
manifestation, be it Day –v- Night or On –v- Off. Start to notice your own examples from
everyday life and discuss them with each other! If you do not start to observe these principles at
work at the simplest level, how will you be able to apply them in a more complex scenario?
Let us take a quick preview of the coverage of the Cosmokrator series as listed in Ill. 0 - 4,
hopefully to whet your appetite for them.
_______________________________________________________________________________

Coverage of the Cosmokrator Books
We live in unusual times, when the population of the world has never been so vast in its entire
history. Hindu scriptures say it is a Grace and Dispensation of these unusual conditions that
enables Inner knowledge to be made available to all who can make proper use of it. So
Cosmokrator, along with its books, is not particularly aimed at an élite, but at the average
observant and curious person looking for sense and meaning.
At the beginning of this book we try to orientate you along general lines, in order to give some
basic sense of distinguishing between planes, or levels of reality. Distinguishing between levels
also involves understanding the built-in mechanisms used by humans that are rooted in their own
body to communicate and receive different wavelengths of knowledge. In order to pinpoint the
ever-singing Octaves of the universe, it is necessary also to discriminate between natural and
artificial modes of transferring information, balancing what comes through the senses, mind and
consciousness direct into the human vehicle, against its adaptations in cut-down forms – from
simple writing to complex multimedia and computers. If correspondences between octaves did
not exist, you would not be able to hear music on a CD or see a film on DVD.
We had at first planned one book with many chapters, but when Cosmokrator was invented and
we decided to put it on the Internet we thought it better to divide our exploration of the Octave’s
natural measures into the series of small books listed in Ill. 0 - 4. We begin in Book 1 by showing
how the Octave works in Number and Sound as Music, because it provides the foundation for
understanding what we mean by ‘Cosmic Law’, Proportion’, or ‘Harmonics’. We are then armed to
understand how the Octave works at any other level of creation, the purpose of the series being
to look more closely at the separate levels of existence available to human awareness.
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Our analysis of the musical Octave, despite its complications at times, means that all that is
required of the reader is to be able to count the numbers 1 to 9, compare them with each other,
and sometimes to multiply, divide, add or subtract them – all of which we learned in primary
school. There are, in any case, no other numbers, but a return to 1 at the start of a new Octave.
This indicates the fundamental simplicity of the Cosmos, that everything folds out of those
eight/nine powers. Most small number combinations can be followed in the head, and anyone
who uses their ten fingers to count sees bodily how numbers interrelate. Ancient man, not having
the calculators or computers we take for granted, devised some interesting forms of early
computing and measuring, using stone circles, knotted ropes and cuts in tallies. Tribal man also
used all parts of his anatomy as aids to calculate number and proportion (fingers, toes, hands,
arms). That is why we spend time in Book 12 on Mankind’s traditional systems of weights and
measures, of which vestiges remain up to the present day - because they are still usable (even if
we turn to calculators when the numbers get larger). In essence the understanding of Number,
which covers only the powers 0-9 (as opposed to numbers beyond that of any magnitude) is
simple, and humans love and understand the Universe when reduced to that state.
In Books 2-6 we consider how physical shapes emerge in the world according to how their parts
lock into each other in close-fitting joins, just as musical notes fit together. Parts fit together to
create a whole wherever we look, listen or think. We show how the numbers and ratios of the
Octave translate directly into planar geometric shapes and then into the three-dimensional
structures of atoms and molecules. Next in complexity are the organic forms of cells, plants, and
finally animals, including the animal form presently used as a vehicle by human souls. We also
show that each type of structure unfolds according to a system of harmonics into a variety of
combinations at respective levels of manifestation – whether in atomic, molecular, or biological
worlds – all traceable to the Ultimate Octave of all (Ill. 0 - 15).
At the halfway point of the series, in Books 7 and 8, we come to the crux of the book: the idea
that Octaves on different planes correspond to each other vertically along each note so that we
can gradually add more VEILS/SPANNERS in a way easy to understand, enabling easy movement
from one plane to another in more detailed fashion. We show how music, number, flat and threedimensional shape, astrology and colour correlate – not only at Octave notes, but also at
semitone and quartertone divisions. Thus it is possible to cross from one medium to another or
describe one experience in terms of another because of the natural correspondences (this is the
stuff of the telling metaphors or similies which make literature great). Take, for instance, the
consonance between Red, the note C, the planet Mars, and a straight line like an arrow. The
transformability of one medium into another whether in a plant, a symphony, plan for a building
or great painting, by virtue of lining up Octaves with each other is the crux, not simply of the
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theory we propound in this book, but in the end also of the means of our self-transformation.
Detailed diagrams are given for these universal languages of Cosmic Law, the natural Measures
we can use to understand forms and situations, and for active and varied personal reference.
Knowledge of the laws of interchangeability has always had practical applications in painting and
architecture, and also lies at the heart of religious ritual, astronomy and astrology. Having
demonstrated how they work in Books 7 and 8, drawing together the threads of different
Octaves into a tightly woven fabric, we are then free to move on to the macrocosmic scale in
Books 9 & 11 to measures larger than the human body: measures that contain mankind within
them. The most massive are the harmonies of time, reckoned through rhythms of planetary
movements against the stars (Book 9), and made concrete in that sacred architecture which in
the great civilizations always sought to embody heavenly harmonics in the disposition of its parts,
as also by their orientation to specific heavenly bodies (Book 11).
In Book 10 we consider how this vast system of correspondences was consciously used in great
paintings, which use colour and line to resonate with higher dimensions of reality. Knowledge of
musical proportion has been commandeered by artists to create great art, so the subject of
proportion in painting and sculpture, often founded upon the harmonies of the human body itself,
is considered in works that bear out our case for the central significance of the use of the Octave
and its harmonics in the composition and colouring of world masterpieces. You will begin to look
more deeply at the works mankind has done more deeply, and understand why they affect you.
Although some are merely utilitarian, great temples and cathedrals have been deliberately put
together so that their parts, outlined by mouldings or sculptures, sing together in harmonic
proportion, creating an overall effect that strikes the mind and raises the heart. In other words,
you will begin to spot where cosmic musical principles have been consciously used by ancient
man – and will start to notice they are rarely used today.
As we near the end of the series, in Book 12 we consider the source of many of our systems of
natural proportion from cosmic behaviour to arrive at an overall picture of how ancient natural
measures, adhered to and revered in small localities and great capitals, made human life
consonant with the larger perspective – as opposed to artificially devised measuring systems such
as the Napoleonic metre and the entire metric system which divorces us from it. Then in Book
13 we move towards a grand synthesis by looking at the phenomenon of how all the measures
of the universe interact in one spiralling series of successive octaves running from plane to plane
from Heaven to Earth and back, integrated with each other according to the phenomenon of ‘the
Pythagorean Comma’.
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Finally, in Book 14 we come to some specific conclusions on how to make use of the knowledge
gained in this book for our own transformation. In other words, having become practised in
spotting Natural Measure at work, the final bonus is that the knowledge can be harnessed to
mend and rebuild in better proportion our personal spiral between heaven and earth (Ill. 0 - 21),
whether the person involved has simple or highly complex needs. Having considered proportion
both in nature and as adapted by mankind, we turn to cultivating a sense of proportion in our
own lives, not just in our use of time, which depends on the astronomical cycles of the planets
which circulate round Earth, but in the relationship between psyche, mind and spirit, which are
anchored in the body but are not the body itself.
By the end of the book we should understand how the metaphysical approach, using the Octave,
enables us to distinguish between levels of existence. The hierarchy of natural measure, in whose
network we have a connection at every single point, is identical with the ladder of existence ( Ill. 0
- 25), leading to a series of summits from whose vantage points the panorama of life can be

viewed from wider and yet wider perspectives. If we can pull these back into proportion with
each other, we shall have succeeded in living a good life.
Beyond the main series of 14 books, as additional extras we also plan Books 15 and 16 as
anthologies of words and pictures about the Universe as a God, and the Universe as a Goddess,
each of which refer to the totality of correspondences in the entire Universe, first in its Male, and
then in its Female aspects – for which there is abundant material from ancient records that is
perpetuated (sometimes secretly) into recent religion. These will shed further light on ancient
mythology and the ways mankind fixed the zodiac and planetary Gods and Goddesses into
architecture, sculpture and painting.
In the past, only rare mystics would be accorded the insights given by Cosmokrator and its
books. It is knowledge that our clerics of any religion today should be nourishing us with, but are
usually ignorant of. Instead in the present era we have to be our own priest and priestess and
undertake our own spiritual search. The new high priests who mystify us are the scientists, where
in the Neolithic period they were probably the builders and makers of the stone circle
observatories and carved granite balls. Once we have travelled the world seeking wisdom and
made our pilgrimages to shrines, cathedrals, beaches and art museums - be they in Europe, the
Far East, the Middle East, the Americas or Africa - there is only one journey left – the Vertical
Way. If you do not belong to one of those secret societies which concern themselves with this
journey, this book is a ‘do-it-yourself’ manual for the groundwork, with that same purpose in
mind, with hundreds of maps which are at the same time safety-nets in the form of octaves.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Ways to Use the Books

It is easy to start something – harder to stick with the process and stay with it to the end. You
may already feel that, despite simple beginnings, as you absorb what the books have to offer,
one by one, that it will all become too complex to understand. Yet complexity is always arrived at
by simple steps that can easily be followed, and if that key idea is kept in mind the gradual
increase of detail need never be confusing. In any case, complexity does not necessarily have to
be grasped in detail by the mind but, rather, the harmonious effect experienced as a whole by
heart and mind together. You can play an active part in laying good foundations for coping with
the dazzle of the symphonic pictures by doing your own versions of the charts or diagrams that
crop up from time to time, just as, at school, you learned your alphabet, your times tables, the
colours of the rainbow and played scales on the piano every day – so that one day you would be
in a position to use them to say something. When reading these books see yourself as spiritually
going back to kindergarten, even if you know much of it already. It aids your understanding, as
we move forward, to check out for yourself the theories put forward, otherwise they will remain
inoperative. This may mean giving no more than an extra five minutes to making a diagram,
taking the trouble to look round you, or checking something yourself with pen and paper – or
paintbrush and colour. Only by redrawing the maps and experiencing the laws for yourself does
knowledge become real (the musical experiments in Book 1, for example, are astonishing and
conclusive in the precision of their results). We aim in the end, as we work through each book, to
experience beyond our little life the presence of the Superfield holding us together - the Mother,
the Father, or whatever we call Wu-Chi (Ill. 0 - 9) in our particular language.
All that said, you may find the comprehensive coverage outlined in our booklist heavy going, but
you won’t if you aim to read one book a year (about the rate at which I shall be able to get them
ready for publication)! One marvellous property of the Superfield is that it is holographic, a
hologram being a three-dimensional picture, every part of which holds a miniature version of it,
just as a drop of water has everything of the ocean in it. You will therefore miss nothing essential
by being selective and reading only the books whose subject really appeals to you, since the
entire universe at Superfield level can be experienced in miniature from any part of it by a single
human being if they simply get the hang of tuning in on one octave at least. So whichever book,
or books, you read, the end result is insight into an octaval arrangement of larger or smaller
divisions acting as the prongs of a superplug that connects you up to the Tao (Ill. 0 - 9). This is
due to the phenomenon of transformability, enabled by correspondences between levels.
Because of it, you could in theory start with any of the books in the series. One person might
wish to start with the chapters on biology, while another might find architecture or astronomy a
more appealing stepping off point. In many ways, it is immaterial which angle of a many-faceted
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diamond is looked at first: in the end it is the cumulative effect of some or all the planes ranged
together towards a common focus that reveals the hidden centre.
As regards the actual subjects covered, one reader may feel weak in music, another in maths,
another in colour awareness or pictures. This does not matter. If there are parts of any book you
just cannot take in, it will not make a significant difference to your gaining a sense of the overall
view, and if after a little persistence some passages are repelled by your mind and do not
register, just skip that part. Some people prefer the totally abstract, others the down-to-earth,
concrete examples. Some information may be old hat to those readers who have already spent
years on their own searches in this field, but I am pretty sure they will be surprised at the new
material they have not so far come across. We have tried to cater for people at all levels of
interest and experience in one series, which is one reason why it constantly switches back and
forth between the simple and sophisticated. As many proofs as possible are given to back up our
arguments, but if one is enough for you, skip boring or unintelligible parts not of particular
relevance to you.
Readers might also think that there is so much information in each book that they cannot absorb
it. Indeed, some may never read the text, and gain all they need from the pictures alone. The
point of our compendium is to provide in detail the evidence for a multilevelled series of
correspondences that runs from depth to height of the Universe. We have to prove it exists
because we have as a society got out of touch with this type of obvious metaphysical knowledge
that can only be corroborated by cross-disciplinary studies. In order to re-educate our, for the
most part one-dimensional and sceptical minds, it is only by a richness of hard evidence that the
vertical connection can be reopened. One proof may be enough for one person, but the sceptic
might need a thousand before they will admit there is something there. Few people require all
the proofs on all the levels, but we provide a large variety for you to choose from. The series is
nonetheless still arranged in increasing order of complexity, and they do to a large extent depend
on laying down early foundations for the later books to make full sense.
Having said all this, ideally you should start at the beginning and read through in due order, book
by book, because for those not used to noticing how the Octave works in the universe, a
cumulative order of explanation is built up by introducing one arena after another, and relating
them back and forward to each other. At the end of that process, the full significance of
Cosmokrator will become apparent.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Using the Books as History, rather than Method

Apart from its polemical task, putting to one side any attempt on your part to apply it to yourself,
all the books in the series taken together can simply be read as an anthology of key steps in the
history of Man’s perception of the laws of harmony, from the Neolithic spheres, through
Pythagoras’ Octave and up to Mandelbrot and Fractals, Chaos Theory Complexity and GUT. The
bibliography collected together in Book 14 gives a full listing of the key books that explain that
history in detail, even though until it is published we also repeat key relevant titles as foot-notes
to each booklet. By following our ouroboros method of continually contrasting ancient with
modern, it is evident that the laws we re-demonstrate have been there since the beginning of
time. Indeed, even before Man was there to notice them, the laws of number have been ticking
over on planes above and below the human scale. It must be true to say that, as humankind had
to take on an animal body after the Fall from higher worlds, it took note of these simple laws at
work within matter, laws already known, as Plato would argue, from humanity’s higher existence
without a material body. Gradually a body of knowledge accumulated and became part of Man’s
vision of the Universe – a lens that focused intellectual sight to make sense of the sea of forms,
sensation, thought and emotion, and a sense of spiritual origin. The danger was that, as the
generations moved on, people were handed down the body of knowledge by their forebears
without observing its principles at work for themselves at first hand, and ended up losing touch
with what it was about. This is what has happened to modern Man through sheer density of
numbers. Only a few at any one time undertake to update the prescription to our lens on the
Universe in the light of newly gained knowledge - because dismantling and restringing the loom
of our ideas can be time-consuming and painful. This book tries to lay out broad lines for such
correction, and then to hand it back to the specialists to fill in the detail once more, but this time
within a perceived harmonic system. Certainly the detail of atomic structure, gene structure and
astrophysics is best left to those modern experts who also have that ‘feel’ for their underlying
patterns. Most new data comes from the observation of matter at a sub-atomic level, the
speciality of physicists and chemists, though the mystics of ancient days whose inner eye was
open had scried even these phenomena using a less dry vocabulary. Einstein himself said, ‘God
does not play dice’, meaning that the universe is not random, but ordered.
To remind ourselves (literally, to put our mind back in place), we have to some extent to retrace
these main stages of at least the recorded historical progression of awareness about harmonics,
just as any concert pianist can never totally dispense with five-finger exercises. This is quite apart
from the fact that Man before the Fall ( and shortly after it) knew all the metaphysical laws
intrinsically, and still does – which Plato, using the Socratic method of questioning his pupils,
demonstrated. Some universal factors as they apply in the physical world (especially astronomy,
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and plant and animal life) we know today must have been intimately penetrated by Stone Age
Man, for their monuments and lore have been preserved partly through the archaeological record
and partly through surviving oral tradition dating to millennia back. All of history lies between
them and us, and modern mankind has much new information to add to the canon of universal
measure – but we should not drop our early gains in the process.
Overall, it can be a revelation to find that recent discoveries, actually as old as Sound itself,
simply tie in with an age-old Theory of Everything, which is basically that of the Octave. The
Octave certainly has more to offer society in general than Black Hole theory. It is comforting, too,
to feel there is a mental continuity with our ancestors, and that we have at our disposal a simple
tool that opens doors to make sense of it all. The actual continuity of knowledge handed down
over the generations has been obscured by the shocks and explosions of history creating amnesic
faults and slippages in the strata of civilisation, but always somewhere the transmission has
remained unbroken. These very slippages need ‘reading’ in order to mentally realign and join up
the broken ends of the cleavage on either side, as in the case of the Neolithic stone balls (Ill. Ill. 0
- 6) described in the ‘Getting Started’ leaflet and Book 11.

One of the important realisations to awaken to is that, for the average non-specialist like
ourselves, in order to watch cosmic law at work the advanced laboratory equipment used by
scientists is not essential but very much the icing on the cake (and we have certainly used the
results of their magnification powers to provide many of our illustrations). Though we can turn to
the findings of scientific research to further amplify what we observe with our own minds and
senses, there is so much we can follow by ourselves from our own equipment on the human
scale. We are our own best computers and must start from our own data collection, but still need
to follow the spirit of the modern scientific tradition in its best sense by wanting to check and
experiment, first with music, number and geometry, then to observe principles in the structure of
matter in natural form and man-made artefacts, and finally in the vast cycles of time marked out
by the planets. If we can establish those easily accessible foundations of certainty about the
harmonious fabric of life, we can then make more sense of what scientists pass back about forms
or events of confusing mathematical complexity, at levels of existence invisible to the unaided
human senses. Having first established how harmonics work on simple and well-based
foundations, we are enabled, when reading the complex writings and diagrams of the physicists
and chemists, to decode intricate forms back to their basic constituents, putting our now
exercised ‘X-ray’ capability into action. It simply depends on practice, just as keep-fit exercises
put unused muscles into play. The aim is to regain what ancient man knew (which we have, in
our confusion, merely forgotten despite the fact that order and harmony are staring us in the
face, much as a fish surrounded by water sets out on a search for water) and to learn to
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penetrate the cacophony of ‘advanced’ modern life and rediscover an order that need not ignore
the best of contemporary vision.
The discrimination between levels which metaphysics gives enables a person to sieve material
coming from natural or artificial sources, and decide its relative place in the scale of things.
People try these days to avoid measuring worth, except in terms of money, but the tide is turning
towards the eternal verities. The key to the separation between things on the one hand, but their
connectedness on the other, is the idea of interchangeability, or correspondences between zones
of different density - which Marcus Aurelius in the quotation given at the beginning of this
Introduction had not realized was the key to ‘considering all things’. And the Cosmokrator model
is an object summing up all that the books describe in words and pictures. Let us try to consider
its essential qualities once more.
_______________________________________________________________________________

Why use Cosmokrator and its Books to Focus your Thoughts?
Those not interested in the Cosmokrator model may skip this next section, or may just like to
consider it in terms of its colours and musical notes.
As explained in the Getting Started leaflet, for a beginner it is useful to start by holding in both
hands the Cosmokrator model, a coloured three-dimensional icon covered in the signs for the
stars and planets, Put one hand over the black North Pole and the other at white Sirius, then
holding it with your palms facing each other sideways and look at it. You can see straight away
that your three-dimensional zodiac falls into two cups formed of seven facets each (compare with
the granite version of 3000BC) that mirror each other, the darker half linked to the black pole,
and the lighter half to bright Sirius, like Night and Day, or Summer and Winter, with gradations
leading from one half to the other. In fact, there are three pairs of squares and three pairs of
triangles to which we have assigned the signs of the zodiac polarities in terms of complementary
colours, because, as you will find by using it, this arrangement is the most telling for gaining
insights into their nature. The symbols are written upright on the fields running down from the
North Pole. We decided against writing in the names the symbols stand for because they would
have obscured the radiance of the colours too much – so the key to the symbols is given in Ill Ill.
0 - 5 and in the ‘Getting Started’ leaflet on the www.cosmokrator.com website. The overall effect,

as you spin your zodiac round between your two forefingers, now held one above the other with
the North Pole on top - is that of the stars spinning round the polar axis, which is Earth’s
impression of what happens in the ‘Universe’, a word which means ‘all turning round together as
One’. Einstein’s Theory of Relativity confirms the reality of a relative perspective and since we
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humans live on Earth, we have to live according to that viewpoint. As we are on it, we have to go
along with our Earthly Axis if we are to gain any meaning from where we are. As we do not live
on Mars, we do not build the Cosmokrator from the Martian viewpoint.
We are considering, then, the positions of planets against the stars, and their effect on us
(Astrology) which we are introducing in terms of equivalent colour effects. I would myself prefer
not to use the word ‘Astrology’, because that term has bad associations for a lot of people as
mere mumbo-jumbo. Even though in many ways Astrology defies systematic rational explanation
- whereas Astronomy is physically measurable - we have to do more than just accept on trust
what could be termed as the last great unbroken oral tradition of mankind since humanity started
to measure time (and this means going back to at least Neolithic times) – a tradition that can by
implication be traced back to millennia before the genesis of the monotheistic religions! This is
the Old Sky Religion whereby the Gods and Goddesses are really embodiments of the Planets and
Signs - it survives now in watered-down form as Astrology which is the science of reading the
combined effects of the Planets and Stars as they alter their positions in relation to us on Earth
(for instance the change of the Sun’s position in relation to Earth during the Year is the cause of
the Seasons, which everyone accepts as an influence). Through Cosmokrator we are trying to
reconstitute in its full power a lost instrument which will allow us to move between different
planes of existence – in other words, it is both a master-SPANNER and one of the key VEILS both
covering and reflecting a direct view of first beginnings. We may have become disconnected from
that old religion now, but its pieces are still there and in working order: if we look up at the sky,
day or night, we see the stars carpeting the night, and the planets moving across them. It took
thousands of years for humans to understand the timings of those heavenly bodies (see Book 9)
as they appear to spin round and round both the Sun, and us on Earth (the result of Earth’s own
rotation) – some slowly and some fast. After establishing their cycles, humans began to refine
their observations about how their influences radiate on us beneath in the Underworld of Earth
under Sky. Although more recent religions may think they have moved on from the Old Religion,
the latter is a deep sedimental foundation on which they rest – one example being the
visualisation of God in the form of Saturn, personified in ancient days as the strict Old Father with
a white beard.
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KEY ATTITUDES FOR UNDERSTANDING
THE COSMOKRATOR BOOKS
There are a few interesting background attitudes we can adopt that will make our journey easier
- if we do not have them already. We will itemise them now briefly, and then expand upon them
more fully. It is handy to use this and the contents page as your master lists to enable you to
jump forward or back to any of the four key attitudes by following the colour coding.
1. The key approach lying behind all our explanations is that we can learn as much from

ancient knowledge as we can from modern. Very often modern discoveries
replicate ancient discoveries without our being aware of it, because they use a different
vocabulary. Several of the booklets will delve into the ways in which recent scientific
discoveries resonate with and confirm very old theories. In fact, it is sometimes the old
theories, usually simply put, which help to bring order to the complexity of the modern
world picture - they are therefore doubly precious.
2. The second idea is that we need to understand the human frame as both a receiver

and transmitter of a multitude of signals – manmade and natural - from within and
without – not excluding you, the reader. One or two of the booklets (e.g. Book 6) will
expand on the exploration of the different zones of such a human instrument, which
extends into invisible as well as visible realms. No human is very much different from any
other in being born with the basic equipment. Whether it is used to full capacity or not is
another matter. Our present preoccupation with how this instrument looks physically
from the outside is actually absurd, when we should be concentrating on whether our inout transmission processes are in full working order. Compared to the amount of money
and time people spend on maintaining physical health, very little is spent on the spiritual
bodies that ensheathe the physical like the layers of an onion.
3. In order to extend our range, the third key is to look for ways to simplify our
understanding of the different sequences, or wavelengths, of information which
bombard the human instrument, in order to relate them to each other and to simplify the
decoding process of realising which octave of reality we are connecting with at any one
time. As part of this we come to understand the ways humans use different media to
generate their own signal systems which follow similar structures. Our method is to use
the concept of the Octave as fundamental to understanding these sequences, bearing
in mind that the octave in music, whist having seven basic notes, can also be divided up
into 12 semi-tones, 22 quarter-tones, and even into 36 or 56 micro-tones – and so on –
just as the spectrum can be divided into 6 colours plus black and white – or any number
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of intermediate hues within the spectrum (these correspond to the finer, microtonal
divisions in the Octave of sound - computers at the time of writing provide at least 256
colours and, more often, 1.2 million colours, an indication of how fine the gradations of
the spectrum, or musical octave, can get at the atomic, or electronic, level. We stop at
the 56-micro-tone level with VEIL/SPANNER 7, at the very edge of accessibility to the
physical senses on the human scale. (There is, indeed, an equivalent neolithic stone ball
for each SPANNER, up to ones with 56 ‘pimples’ on them (one can hardly call them
spherical facets9, so tiny are they)!
Our series of books gradually pursue these finer and finer gradations to make sense of
the different bodies of knowledge accessible to man. These can be gathered into a
hierarchy from dense to fine, and can then be ordered into a spiral of successive octaves,
or grouped wavelengths (Book 13).
4. Aligning these different sequences (or bunches of wavelengths) to correspond with each
other on different planes to make tunes, pictures, bodies or buildings, is the art and
science of Harmonics which helps to make sense of many seemingly contradictory
branches of knowledge. This is why the fourth and final attitude is the need to bear in
mind the phenomenon of correspondences, whereby a sequence of vibrations on
one level of life corresponds to those on a slower or faster level – an obvious one being
correspondences between musical notes and colours. Cosmokrator’s range, as mentioned
above,

reaches

as

far

as

the

semi-tonal,

micro-tonal

and

micro-micro-tonal

correspondences between musical notes, colours and the particular energies of the
Planets and their ruling Signs of the Zodiac. Their application to the worlds of art,
architecture and our own personal development provides many master keys to our life.
These four attitudes underlie everything we write, and are beautifully encapsulated in the
Cosmokrator model which you may choose to put on the mantelpiece or hang from the ceiling as
you read, as the books gradually begin to make more sense of what it embodies, and influence
your life for the better as it becomes operative in your life. In this introduction we give some
general diagrams and pictures that help to take Cosmokrator apart before putting it back
together again, and to see initial ways to use it in day-to-day situations. Throughout your reading
of the series of books planned to come out over coming months, Cosmokrator serves as the
central teaching aid and mnemonic – a focal point to demonstrate our arguments, especially as
they become more and more detailed in later books. Even the act of assembling it will have an
immediate beneficial effect on you.
9

See, again, Keith Critchlow Time Stands Still
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Having outlined our four main attitudes we will now go through them in more detail, matching
the colour headings to the colours of the attitudes we have just described, to give you a taste of
the coverage of future books: they will more fully describe the reasons behind the colours chosen
for your three-dimensional cosmic adapter, about the links between number, music and colour;
geometry and astronomy; art, architecture and astrology; the structures of atoms and of
molecules; and the biological shapes of animals and plants – all of which in ancient times were
seen to tie in with a few basic laws of Number – what we now call Wavelength. We have already
mentioned how the list of the book series (Ill. 0 - 4) shows at what points in the series each of the
seven VEILS, or SPANNERS, are introduced.
I should explain, in passing, that when we write words with a Capital Letter, it signifies that
whatever is referred to has its source in a plane beyond its present material form (without Seed
the tree would not grow, as if out of nothingness). A capitalised word refers to an archetype or a
quality. For instance, if I write ‘earth’, I am referring to soil, but if I write ‘Earth’, I refer to the
entire body of Earth as a level of existence in the scheme of the planetary system. Again, if I
write ‘sun’, I refer to the orb shining in the sky and giving us light, but if I write ‘Sun’, I am
connecting to its significance as a field of centrifugal power that due to its position has symbolic
reverberations relating to wholeness, the heart, the source or the centre, at any level of
existence.
We can now consider in more detail the four main background assumptions we have just
outlined.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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In my book on priestesses in the ancient world, Journey of the Priestess10i, I quoted one of the
oldest known Sumerian myths which tells how Inanna, Goddess of Harmony, made the
inestimable gift to the priestesses of the natural measures, the Me (pronounced ‘Mey’), so that
they could be disseminated through the temples of the land of Sumer (present-day Iraq). I could
not stop to describe what those Me were, but promised to dwell on them in a future book,
because only knowledge of harmonics and life’s natural measures can undo the deadening spell
cast over us by technology and the media (a medium is a ‘carrier’), absorbing our vital powers
like a religion à rebours. We relate to the Universe via our senses, mind and spirit: and
technology can provide man-made extensions of the God-made media (a word meaning ‘carrier’).
As artificial media proceed to extend the connectivity of the human nervous system, even to
consciousness itself, we sometimes forget that mankind in human form is in itself a direct
manifestation of pure cosmic law and its own best computer – a truth obscured by the upkeep
and elaboration of our artificial distractions – of course the secondary universe of technology is
useful, but it does not replace the Primary Universe!
To get to grips with this matter we need to inspect both the artificial and real extensions of
humanity because they do reflect each other, but on different wavelengths – that is why they
work (see the first paragraph of our Foreword). There is no need for them to negate one or
other, but we should recognise the strengths and drawbacks of each – the main idea being to
distinguish between what comes from the Source and what is derivative - and not to base our
energies on the latter alone. Put another way, playing with waves and stones on the beach is
healthier for all-round development than spending hours on the Playstation! Although there is no
denying that the best of modern communication systems enliven and inform us – they are at the
same time blinding, deafening and paralysing us from direct and manifold participation in the
Primary Universe through the simple means of the physical equipment we are born into - our
body and its related spheres.
During the Reformation the cry was to gain direct access to the Bible, for people were kept in
ignorance of what was in it, other than what the priests chose to read out to them (if they could
understand Latin). It is amazing to think that the man who translated it into English, William
Tyndale, was burned alive for doing so! In the present day our cry is to beware of embracing the
universe only through the distorting glass of the media, run by communication priests who have
their own limiting agenda and reasons for controlling our thoughts along certain fixed tracks (did
I say ‘thoughts’? – the popular media work primarily on exciting the lower chakras – see Ill. 0 -

10

Asia Shepsut Journey of the Priestess HarperCollins (Aquarian/Thorson) 1993
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16). We must not lose our power to access the Universe direct, as primitive tribes still do, and

come to our own conclusions.
Think on the Goddess Inanna’s achievement – stealing by trickery the knowledge of cosmic law
from Enki, God of Wisdom and the Deep Waters, because he was keeping them to himself.
Remember that later Inanna (her name in full, ‘Nin-Anna’, means ‘Lady of the Sky) was called
Ishtar, and in the Classical World Aphrodite or Venus –in Egypt she was Hathor/Isis. In Egyptian
myth Isis, too, had to extract the Divine Names from Seth through trickery. We are on a quest to
unmask the ersatz counterfeits of universal law once more, which in our times even more than
ever before requires determination and the ability to side-step deception! In many ways, too, we
have to steal back our Universe from people who intercept it and blocking us off from it – in
order to make their living or to avoid self-development.

Ill. 0 - 8: The proportions of the Universe as the proportions of the figure of a Man – from
Joscelyn Godwin (ed.) Robert Fludd p.47
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It is significant that the myths about ancient law seem always to have been closely bound up
with the battle of the sexes, because the first Veil over Existence is Duality, or the pull of
opposites, and it is the interplay of a succession of opposites that brought about the material
world we see around us which we could describe as the Male-Female push and pull – well
summed up in Cosmokrator by the North-South/Black-White opposition or any of the other six
pairs of colour complementaries. Your SPANNER/VEIL 1, therefore, describes the law of
complementarity and gives you the ability to spot the opposites at work.
Mankind’s centrality to the world of cosmic rhythm is indicated by the very words ‘man’ and
‘woman’. The Sumerian word, Me, meaning measures, is contained in the words ‘man/men’ and
‘woman/women’, nicely expressing that apothegm of the Renaissance: ‘Man is the Measure of all
Things’.
Just what this means we will demonstrate in our book on natural measures (Book 12). Humanity
is the crown of all the opposites working together, and the root ‘man/min/men’ refers to the
mental power that measures and calculates everyday things, just as the Moon was used to
measure days and weeks, rather than years – we know from mental asylums that the brain is
subject to the ups and downs of the cycle of the moon. Women’s menstrual cycle, linked to the
Moon cycle, was used in the ancient temples to measure the months. Men are no less governed
by the Moon than women, but it manifests in repetitiveness rather than reproductive potential.
One way or another, by definition men and women are rightly named – made of measure,
knowing measure, and able to apply it.
In common usage ‘Man’, of course, means ‘mankind’ and is inclusive of ‘Wo-man’, where the ‘wo’‘
refers to the womb-holders of mankind. Covering mind, measure and meaning, the word is
pregnant with cosmic implications. In the last chapter of Journey of the Priestess I describe the
unavoidable biological fact that modern-day embryology has revealed how male babies always
fold out of initially female embryos. No longer can it be said that women were made from Adam’s
Rib – quite to the contrary, femaleness precedes maleness, both in the embryonic sense and
because men still need a womb to be born from. (The animal kingdom provides one exception to
this rule – male sea-horses provide a womb for their young!) The biological precedence of
femaleness explains why in the Old Religions by analogy the Mother Goddess was revered as
above and beyond any Male Divinity – hence her name, Great Goddess - on Orthodox icons the

Theotokos or Space holding in Herself God as the Universe.
Wu-Chi’, the Taoist name for the Ultimate Source, as we have already described, is in the Jewish
tradition ‘The Nameless One’. When the Hindus say ‘Thou art That’, they mean that ultimately we
have Wu-Chi within us because we come from it. In the end, all creation has a desire to be
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Ill. 0 - 9: The Taoist view of the Creation of the Universe shows complexity (at the bottom) resulting
from (at the top) the simplicity of the Ying-Yang polarity – our SPANNER/VEIL 1 - agent of the Mother of All
Things, Wu Chi – from M & M Chia Fusion of the Five Elements11
(We think the Ying-Yang should follow Wu Chi, and the triad follow it, for the child is the fruit, or third

element, of the blend of male and female - here we touch on SPANNER/VEIL 2, the triad)

folded back into the One, which is the basis of ‘religion’, or ‘linking back’. But on the way there
and back one has to sail one’s vessel over the choppy waves set up by the interplay of opposites
and this can mean losing the connection with Wu-Chi.
11

Healing Tao Books, Huntington N.Y. 1989
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Ill. 0 - 10: Kabbalah (ancient Jewish Wisdom) offers its own version of the Octave of Man in the
Sephiroth, or Tree of Life, the true heavenly Temple of Jerusalem described in the Book of Revelation from Z’ev ben Shimon Halevi [Warren Kenton] The Work of the Kabbalist

For the Kabbalists, as expressed in their diagram known as the Sephiroth, or Tree of Life, the left
column is Female and the right column Male, with the Neutral Axis running between them going
all the way back to the One Source (illustration above).Clearly, men and women have an equal
ability to uphold cosmic measures in society, partly in ways common to both, partly in male ways
and partly in female ways. There are heroes and heroines, lions and lionesses – a special word
each for male and female. Their polarity is of the utmost importance and reflects back to the very
beginning of Creation before the appearance even of matter and physical things, best expressed
by the Chinese Ying-Yang or Female/Male symbol which the Taoists understand as the Wife and
Husband of Creation.
But on reconsideration of the Tree of Life we see how the entire Creation hangs on the neutral,
androgynous axis between these two opposites, the main highway to the Temple of Spirit.
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The seed of the Sephiroth’s structure is a chain of interpenetrating circles (rediscovered by Keith
Critchlow) – a simple but fundamental structure known as the vesica piscis, whose ramifications
are explored at length in Book 2:

Ill. 0 – 11: Interpenetrating worlds of the Human: the key nodes of the Sephiroth are mapped
geometrically on the crossing-points of interlocking vesicae piscis – from Keith Critchlow Time Stands Still

The vesica piscis of interpenetrating worlds can even retain its pure form in the physical domain:

Ill. 0 – 12: The Hourglass Nebula – photo NASA

It is interesting that modern physicists explain the beginning of the physical universe as an
eruption from wholeness – the Superfield – by ‘The Big Bang’
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Ill. 0 - 13: Entirely physical in coverage, this shows how, from the moment, of the Big Bang the galactic
universe progresses from simplicity to complexity within the original continuum– from George Smoot12

which I would prefer to understand as The Big Sound that initiated the First Octave of the
Physical World. Ill. 0 - 13 has a strong resemblance to Ill. 0 - 9 but deals with evolution of matter
rather than of principles – since from the Big Sound of Spirit come all the Octaves of
development, with physical matter at the end of the line. As the Taoists explain, from the Mother
of All Things the manifest world is created, and immediately it feels harder to stay in touch with
Her, the Superfield which is Hava, the Semitic word for Eve. Hava is close in terminology to

Hayya, which means both ‘Life’ and ‘Serpent’. Of course Hayya, the Serpent principle Life
manifesting in the live material domain all the way down the Tree of Life, will distract Adam away
from God and his and his spouse’s former situation in the Garden of Non-Manifestation. And of
course the Serpent is the result of the power of Hava (the writings of Réné Guénon explain this)!
Islamic theology explains the inevitability of this state of affairs as The One splitting up into a
chain of creation ‘in order to look at itself and know its hidden treasure’.
_______________________________________________________________________________

12

Wrinkles in Time (end paper) 1993
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Do we need to follow History, or blindly negotiate the Present without a Map?
I hope the few paragraphs above show already how helpful it is to combine ancient perspectives
with modern attitudes. It no longer comes down to having to choose between ancient or
modern, but instead saying we wish to embrace good material from both ancient and modern!
I have come across hundreds of people in my circle alone – and watched countless television
programmes – which made me realise how much humanity today, in compensation for the
narrowness of science’s world view, has turned to the study of ancient philosophical or religious
systems – while not daring to admit they gain personal solace from this pursuit. The tendency of
formal, academic scholarship - imitating the scientific method - is to treat the wisdom of the past
as so many texts and pictures to be edited and analysed at arm’s length, as fossils of no
relevance to the present day. They are dissected down to the last diacritical mark or pictorial
style, and portentously pronounced upon to make personal reputations. Few Western Qur’anic
scholars, for instance, consider the Qur’ᾱn, or Egyptologists the Book of Coming Forth into the
Light, as valid scriptures having profound spiritual relevance today, despite knowing each speck
of dust they have ground them down to so meticulously. The analytic approach on its own,
initiated by science, is responsible for the death of Spirit in all spheres of academe. As Keats put
it, ‘Philosophy clips an Angel’s wings’.
There are ways in which scientific factualism can be reconciled to ancient wisdom taken seriously,
as this book attempts to do. This approach favours going up to the attic and finding old furniture
which, cleaned and polished up, will do just as well, if not better, as buying a new suite – in
other words making use of what we have already. One way or another, we go back to the basics
behind both ancient and modern, and learn to manage that metalanguage that governs both.
Our rehabilitation starts from studying ourselves as our own instrument, and on the mental plane
from choosing a satisfactory set of intellectual guidelines that are sufficiently all-embracing.
For example, even though for a long time natural cosmology has been ruptured by modern astrophysics, there is a way to use them both to our advantage and see where they mesh. Science’s
discoveries need to be fitted into the bigger picture – and not the other way round! In the place
of science’s claim to offer us the only valid knowledge, an alternative is staring us in the face,
metaphysical in nature, passed down from ancient civilisations. It is simple and effective, and
more in tune with the way normal humans operate on the human scale, which is where we are.
It entails being able to follow numbers, shapes, colours and music, and is childish in its easiness.
It is universal to all spheres of knowledge, which science cannot claim to be but tries to, and,
being a metalanguage, it is forgiving enough to include science within its domain! The starting
point is the body we were born into.
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The Hindu system of Vedantic philosophy puts forward the useful idea that our body consists of

Ill. 0 - 14: The human body acts as clearing house for Spirit, via Mind and Soul - enhancement of drawing
adapted from Critchlow Time Stands Still

layers, most of them invisible, each called a ‘body’, which means we have several of them (the
ancient Egyptians also held this view). The food sheath is simply our flesh; but the basic ego,
emotion, mind and spirit sheaths encircle it like the layers of an onion, the different realms
making up the human octave. As the diagram indicates, these spheres are not cut off from each
other, but cross over each other, reflecting in miniature the body of the universe, thought of as a
vast, Universal Being:
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Ill. 0 - 15: Mankind, placed between Heaven and Earth, Yang and Ying, inhabits a spectrum of overlapping
worlds between All (White) and Nothingness (Black). Few humans are consciously awake to all stages of this
Grand Octave of the Universe – after Critchlow Time Stands Still

known in Kabbalah as Adam Kadmon – The Original Man or in the Sufi tradition Al-Insān al-Kāmil
– The Complete Man). But the ancients, including the Chinese Taoists, never lost sight of the allencompassing outer circle, the invisible Great Mother holding Adam Kadmon in her womb or on
her lap, always taking precedence in the order of existence – often expressed in paintings of the
Madonna and Child. On the human scale we can only make sense of The Mother and Universal
Man when these gargantuan spheres of existence are filtered for us through invisible, flower-like
valves, arranged like fret-stops down the spine, acting as transistors between the two scales of
manifestation – the macro and micro:
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Ill. 0 - 16: The chakras are often described as flowers sprouting from the spinal cord (not physically visible)
betraying their activity in the body through the secretions of the seven endocrine glands (see Book 6) –
from Leadbeater The Chakras (note that in this version he elides the sex and root chakras and then includes
the secondary ḥrd or spleen chakra along with the solar plexus). As in musical scales, variations in tuning
can be made along the chakra chain at subnodes.

Whether we feel it or not, the spheres, or fields of vibration caused by each cosmic note pulsing
round these vertical entry points correspond to each of the sheaths attached to the body-fret of
the spine which mark the notes of the human Octave, indicated in the next illustration by the
primary colours of the three worlds of body, psyche and mind. The nodes of the human octave
are two-way receivers and transmitters of distinct wavebands, realities feeding in and out of the
Universe around. In the diagram below the extreme upper and lower hemispheres are White to
indicate the gate to Spirit, and Black the end-point of manifestation where Matter becomes
nothingness (in musical terms the notes upper and lower C of an octave). Ancient wisdom also
states that humans have a lunar (passive) and a solar (active) side to the body (we now call it
right- or left-handedness) here indicated by the silver and gold halves:
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Ill. 0 - 17: The Human Octave Connection nodes running up the spine link the body to the physical,
psychological and mental zones - indicated by the three intersecting circles in primary colours
(SPANNER/Veil 2 covers the Law of Three) – colour enhancement of drawing adapted from Critchlow

The Human Octave is in touch by sympathetic resonance with all realms of the universe through
some part of the body acting as receiver/transmitter, spanning the four main zones of Spirit,
Mind, Psyche and Body. By earthing separate wavebands, the structure of the physical body
facilitates the entire process of transmission between us and the universe and that is why it is
vital to know more about the instrument we inhabit on all its notes.
Interestingly the cubist painters, Braque and Picasso, often represented the human figure as a
background echo of musical instruments or a painter’s palette of colours, suggesting their
interchangeability on different levels of matter:
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Ill. 0 - 18: Georges Braque Violin and Palette 1909. Picasso and Braque evolved a visual language to
express the interchangeability of energy and matter as described in Einstein’s formula: E=mc2 formulated
in the very same years as the Cubist movement - Guggenheim Museum, New York

The metaphysical significance of the vertical fret on a stringed instrument or row of piano notes,
which we have just tried to analyse in terms of the octave and its musical notes and colours, is
conveyed in cubist art as the cosmic interchange between matter and energy.
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Ill. 0 - 19: Georges Braque Piano and Mandolin - 1909/10 Cubism well expressed the borderline
between the creation and dissolution of matter - Guggenheim Museum, New York

We have the potential, then, to operate in at least seven distinct modes (and indeed on
intermediate stops) if we are to be whole and fully realised. SPANNER/VEIL 1, defined in this
Introduction, is the first mode, that of understanding life in terms of opposites. The next two
modes, The Law of Three (SPANNER/VEIL 2)

and the

Seven Notes of the Octave

(SPANNER/VEIL 3) are more fully explored in the next booklet on Music (Book 1) and then in
Books 2-6 as the 7 notes manifest in Geometry, Atoms and Molecules, and finally Biology (in
both plants and animals) (see Book List, Ill. 0 - 4).
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In sketching out the main zones of the human body here in the Introduction, we are preparing
you for the detail of Book 6 on the human body. As you know from studying yourself, some
segments of the body are associated with physical functions, others the psyche (mediating
between body and mind), the mind (mediating between mind and spirit), and finally Spirit, in
which primordial, or Edenic, Man is rooted. Captions to the diagrams give more information, and
in each one the same colours are chosen for the same sphere and note:

Ill. 0 - 20: This version of the Octave of Man shows the Seven Notes summed up in SPANNER/VEIL 3
where the overlap between the 3 primary spheres (yellow/blue/red) creates the intermediate colours
(orange/purple/green) that enable translations between the primary spheres – further colour enhancement
of drawing adapted from Critchlow

To summarise: after the division of the Octave into the complementary halves of Heaven and
Earth, Man and Woman, Diapason, Black and White (Ill. 0 - 7) the next important subdivision is
the ternary/quaternary (the three primary colours from white, or body/soul/mind from Spirit – Ill.
0 - 9). As far as the human body valve flowers are concerned, they connect us to four main

domains. It is the middle, Blue circle of the soul and psyche that for his or her lifetime locks a
person both into the realms of Earth (Red) on the one hand, and Mind and Heaven (Yellow and
Transparency) on the other (Ill. 0 - 20) – the basic contradiction of the human state. The divinity
of the Fifth Domain (Transparency) lies beyond the Four Worlds in the aetheric fifth dimension,
connecting at the crown chakra (see Book 6), and then threading the body nodes together down
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the vertical axis protected by the spine, leaving only a pin-point trace through each. The
intermediate areas created by the overlap of the three worlds of Mind (yellow), Soul (Blue) and
Body (Red) give secondary zones at Throat (Green), Solar Plexus (Purple) and Root Chakra
(Orange), creating a chakra/colour Octave which reaches its apotheosis in a rainbow at top C on
the Crown Chakra. Thus any human connects to the universe via an octave of seven or eight
‘valves’ (whose geometric structures are described in Book 2.
Everyone knows what it is like to be in one world at one level, while being engaged
simultaneously in another. When our emotions are preoccupied with some worry, our
senses may cut out so that we fail to notice a car coming towards us as we cross the
road. When the mind is engaged in working out a problem, or writing a letter or
essay, physical appetites are suspended (Newton was well known for missing meals,
so engrossed was he in the pursuit of his mathematical solutions). The four spheres
of
Ill. 0 - 14 represent the four main changes of plane available to any human, expressed by the

Pentatonic Scale CEGB. As these spheres overlap they create three further notes, forming the full
octave as in Ill. 0 - 17 since the four main worlds interpenetrate each other and create three
subsidiary nodes, the secondary colours of the spectrum, or the notes D F A, all of which are
explained in the captions.
What if our whole life is spent at the earth and psyche levels, largely oblivious of the mental and
spiritual domains, like the blindfolded figure in Ill. 0 - 27? If we are all provided with the
equipment, it is surely severe neglect not to use it, yet many do no more than exist in the sex,
sport, eat and drink spheres of the notes C and D (red/orange zone) which means they barely
run along the gamut of the Octave at all, trying to make Earth their Heaven, with unhappy
results. Man, part body, part mind and spirit, bestrides Heaven and Earth ( Ill. 0 - 8 and Ill. 0 - 15)
in a huge vertical Octave. The reconciliation of its different upward notes with the physical
demands of life on Earth is the task of religions and philosophies. But even these bodies of
wisdom seem to clash amongst themselves, as people perceive them to do today so we must, as
in this book, turn to the metaphysical threads common to all religions and philosophies, which in
the form of our Octave enquiries is supremely and simply fulfilled. The ultimate truth is like water
that needs a bottle to hold it – the different religions and philosophies are bottles of different
shape and colour, but the water inside is the same – that is why we try to freeze the water so we
can hold it and look at it outside its distorting container – this is the role of metaphysics.
_______________________________________________________________________________

Changing Planes: the Four Worlds
Obviously life is fuller if are able to move between spheres at will, bringing them in touch with
each other more regularly so that they synchronise. As with any other human effort, it simply
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requires exercise to open up the pathways or spheres shown on the diagrams just discussed, so
our whole method in this book is to identify them, using Octave principles as our guide. This
search cannot but start with ourselves: by integrating our miniature worlds into a nest of spheres
we gain full access, by sympathetic vibration, to the entire Cosmic Octave in which Mankind is
nested, physically traceable - according to Vedantic philosophy - to the seven nodes in the
human body known to them as the Seven Chakras, or Wheels (we have called them valves,
nodes, notes or flowers so far, but according to the seers they operate much like water going
down a plug-hole, and are moving vortices sucking in or out).

Ill. 0 - 21: The Tao system of self-healing relies on linking up the notes of one’s chakra energies in an
internal spiral up from Earth’s foundation along the main and subsidiary chakras to cleanse them (the
Chinese demarcation of the chakras is a slightly different tuning from the Hindu norm of Ill. 0 - 16) – from
M & M Chia Fusion of the Five Elements

Spirit, the topmost realm, contacts the body through the chakra at the crown of the head ( Ill. 0 20) and then works down through intellect, psyche and body, modifying through the four worlds

and their three crossing points (Ill. 0 - 10) as it condenses into matter.
By Book 14 it will be possible to combine knowledge of the chakras with a meditation technique
taught in the Taoist tradition whereby one’s inner octave is activated by aligning it to both the
anchor of Earth and up the Polar Axis via the Seven Stars of the Great Bear (a stellar
embodiment of the seven main notes of the Octave) and beyond to the centre of our own galaxy:
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Ill. 0 - 22: Taoism aims at re-engaging the Chakra nodes with equivalents in the cosmos by visualising the
link-up of each chakra with the Octave as embodied in the Seven Stars of the Great Bear – from
M & M Chia Fusion of the Five Elements

The meditation serves as an initial physical counterpart to the same, but much more subtle,
journey to link Earth body to the Pole of Spirit working within us.

The Universe as a Man – Man as a Universe
In many ways the map of the connections between the Four Worlds as given us by the ancient
Jewish esoteric teachings of Kabbalah in the form of the fourfold Sephiroth is the most useful one
for us to follow because it shows more subtly how the different levels of existence interpenetrate:
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Ill. 0 - 23: The Fourfold Sephiroth shows the key worlds by the Primary Colours: the right-hand side is
Male, the left-hand Female, while the central axis is neutral – enhanced after Warren Kenton Kabbalah p.41
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The Four Worlds of Spirit (White), Intelligence (Yellow), Psyche (Blue) and Matter (Earth)
interlock, topped by the Fifth world of Divinity Itself whose axis runs down through all worlds.
Together these realms make up the Universal Man, Adam Kadmon, both one and the same as
The Trees of Life and of Knowledge of Good and Evil - from whose direct contact humans were
banished from the Garden of Eden, manifesting from then on into animal bodies (this is the true
nature of The Fall). It then becomes Jacob’s Ladder whereby we start the long climb back to
union with Heaven.
In ancient Egypt the Djed Column, specifically identified in texts as the Spine of Osiris, also the
Universal Man, symbolises the same height and depth of mankind’s reality, ending with the Eyes
of all-seeing Osiris at the top, and the feathers of Sky-God Amun at the vault of Heaven:

Ill. 0 - 24: The ancient Egyptian Djed Column expresses the same progression of worlds as the Fourfold
Sephiroth,– outline drawing of carved limestone relief in the Temple of Seti I, Abydos, Egypt - from E Wallis
Budge Osiris and the Egyptian Resurrection 1911
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In fact Kabbalah inherits and preserves an esoteric tradition going back to the Ancient Near East
and beyond, but is notated in a form far easier for us to decode than the difficulties of the

Ill. 0 - 25: The position of the planets mapped on the Fourfold Sephiroth – after Warren Kenton
Kabbalah – author has added Pan and Vulcan in the two vacant spots, updating it to Aquarian Age astrology
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iconography and hieroglyphic documents of Egypt, or the cuneiform tablets of Sumer, then we
should waste no time in using the easy version. The Fourfold Sephiroth also gives us in
diagrammatic form a truer idea of why distinguishing planes of existence is not straightforward
since, when the individual Sephiroths for the entire hierarchy of life are fitted into each other
they interpenetrate so that, like double mirrors, each has an upper and a lower face.
Because of the matching colour-coding we have used in Ill. 0 - 23 it is easy to see at a glance how
through a series of subsidiary octaves the Fourfold Sephiroth fleshes out the initial scheme of the
chakra zones of the human placed along the notes of the Octave, expanding on the Taoist and
Egyptian diagrams we first showed, and filling in more detail about mankind stretched out on the
Ladder (or Cross) of Existence. The version given in Ill. 0 - 25 gives some insight into the links
between Mankind’s Psyche and Planetary influence on it. From the Angelic Sephiroth (heavily
outlined) radiance from Spirit descends to the Planets Sephiroth below (double line outlined - Ill.
0 - 25) which operate where physical and spiritual meet. We give a very detailed study of

astronomy/astrology and their links to Cosmokrator in Books 7-9 . Psychologists have come up
with many different categorisations of human types (such as extrovert/introvert; endomorphs,
mesomorphs and ectomorphs (meaning fat, medium or thin), but some psychologists work with
astrology because it gives twelve human types to start with, and then the endless combinations
and variations that come about through a host of criss-crossing nurture/nature developments – a
mixture of what you are born with (the horoscope) and what you make of it (the movement of
the planets across your horoscope in your lifetime).

The Tree of Life of the Western Tradition
The

Fourfold Sephiroth is the Tree of Life of the Western Tradition, which provides the root

wisdom common to the Jewish, Christian and Islamic traditions, themselves based on the ancient
civilisations, not only of the Ancient Near East but also, more invisibly, Europe. As Warren Kenton
points out, it not only describes the Chain of Creation from the Source but is at the same time
Jacob’s Ladder, enabling Man to climb back to his spiritual roots. The scriptures of this tradition
give us a map for our two-way journey of the soul - if we would only use it.
The Sephiroth in all its expansions and contractions is viewed by Kabbalists as the Universal
prototype of Man, meaning the Whole as Sum of its Parts, Adam Kadmon, which helps to give
true meaning to the idea of Crucifixion, or God, made Man, pinned down at all levels of
manifestation in matter. It is the Judaic Tradition with its roots in the ancient Near East from
millennia before Christ’s birth that helps us understand the meaning also of God made Incarnate
(the concept of Man made Flesh is crucial also to Hinduism). The master skeleton of the Cosmic
Man will be fully discussed and synchronised in later books, so rather than draw out this complex
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Ill. 0 - 26: True Kabbalah maps the hierarchy of knowledge and revelation provided by God
through His own Nature, Angels, Prophets into the human mentality, psyche and body of flesh and bone from Warren Kenton Kabbalah p.41 [requires further zoom to read all labelling]
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version for yourself at this stage (see later section on how to make use of the diagrams in our
books), it would be better to start with the basic Sephiroth, or Octave, given in Ill. 0 - 10, using
ruler and compass with Ill. 0 – 11 as your guide, and move to the many-tiered versions when you
know more about the later SPANNERS/VEILS.

Ill. 0 - 27: The Four Worlds are represented in anthropomorphic form, showing the same position of
Mankind in relation to the worlds of Matter, Psyche, Mind and Spirit (the domain of the Angels), with
the Mountain Peak of the Divine at the top - alchemical image from an anonymous Rosicrucian treatise

In any case the Fourfold Sephiroth may look too complex and abstract at this stage, and that is
why we have included the alchemical rendition ( Ill. 0 - 27) which shows the same arrangement
between lower and higher worlds. The alchemists used the more familiar anthropomorphic forms
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which this book does not have enough room to use extensively - with the exception of Book 10,
on mankind’s great paintings, where the Planets/Gods, personified by different human types,
were depicted by the Old Masters. Simply follow, from bottom up, the main stages of the four
worlds in either diagram, and regain a sense of those levels of existence we should have been
told about in childhood fairy stories. Man can travel as low as the demons – and as high as the
Angels/Signs if he can only clear his mind and take off the blindfolds of materialism, superstition,
fantasy and ignorance. This is the form alchemical cosmology takes in the Western Tradition, and
in seeking to understand the events of our every-day life our spirit turns to such symbols and
language, in whole or in part, knowingly or unknowingly – directly or through great music,
literature and the visual arts. Being reminded of them gives us some clues about how to start reinking the map for our personal journey through the Cosmos across the already existing routes
delineated by greater minds than ours.
It is because humankind alone reaches across the full range of all worlds, by virtue of the fact
that each of us is a miniature version of the entire universe, that each person (you are not
excepted) is in a special way its mirror, much as a five-fingered hand and its variations in the
animal world reflect the abstract principle of 5:

Ill. 0 - 28: Principles are simple: its manifestions various – from BBC Focus Magazine Sep05, p.55

We are the end result of transmissions from the Source that wove our fabric down the Four
Worlds, and this is the sense in which Christians and Hindus talk of ‘God made Man’ – the
Christians referring only to Christ, Hindus to every human individual. It is the vertical axis running
through any one of our diagrams that expresses the magical fifth dimension, the Aether of that
original Superfield that lies behind and within all levels of existence, from finer to heavier
vibration, attracting through its veils and coordinating their interconnection, remaining present at
each level as the trace of the Axis. That trace in each horizontal domain is simply a dot, that
grain of mustard seed which is the Kingdom of Heaven in each thing.

__________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________________________

3. The Octave
The Fourfold Sephiroth Ill. 0 - 23 is an entire neglected ladder, or map, of the changes of level a
human is made from, and capable of connecting to – from heavenly realms to earth and back,
which used to be taught as part of traditional religion. We want to share with you a simple way

Ill. 0 - 29: The Solar System as an Octave –the hidden music of the Planets set out as notes on a
Monochord (explored in our Book 10) – from Joscelyn Godwin Robert Fludd p.45
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of pulling this ladder out of disuse from the back shed of your consciousness, dusting off the
cobwebs and erecting it again. You will soon identify which step you are on by using the Octave,
common to all Wisdom traditions. We must wait a short while before we can study the
fascinating behaviour of the musical Octave in full in Book 1, but this is its nature in a nutshell.
The Octave is so called because from the first rung, or note, there are seven main steps, or
stages, ending in an eighth which closes the old Octave and provides the first step of the new
one – thus we may describe the octave as made up of 7 notes or 8. We can even regard Silence
as 0 and the Octave as a whole 9, so that we have the entire range of states of being from 0-9.
The illustration above shows two octaves running from Middle C, one going down in capital
letters and the other going up in lower-case letters. The biggest leap you can take within an
Octave is the diapason from C to C, which is the Ying-Yang opposition in the ratio 1:2. As we
shall show in the music chapter, the sequence of the 7 or 8 notes can apply to many processes
apart from music – even to the unfolding of events!
Our illustration above shows how ancient wisdom allocates two vast Octaves for the planetary
divisions separating Earth and Heaven. The steps between the Moon and Saturn cover the notes
C D E F G A B, the seven main notes of the traditional Octave. The seven-stage Octave is what
we think of when referring to the concept of the Octave, but in fact each of these main notes can
be subdivided into intermediate sub-notes, giving rise to an Octave more finely graded so that
each note itself contains mini-octaves – all of which needs exploration. For the time being,
though, simply keep in mind the seven notes of the basic Octave upon which, for example, our
seven-day week is based (see Book 1) - due to the division of the Moon’s cycle into four weeks showing just how fundamentally the Octave, the Sumerian sacred Sibitti, permeates our daily life,
symbolised to the ancient sages of Mesopotamia by the Seven Stars of the Great Bear in the
night sky (known as Mul Apin in ancient Sumer) against which on the stellar level the seven days
of the week could be counted off, the Seventh day being the Sabbath, completing the Octave.
In one sense the Octave can be thought of as a straight line, or a ladder, while in another it can
be visualised as a cycle which can almost exactly repeat itself in a cycle on the next plane,
creating a spiral as it moves above or below itself (Books 1 and 13). Both the linear and circular
types of diagram are true to the nature of the Octave: both spell out a journey in steps, divisible
into even finer sub-divisions. In this series we gradually make our way through seven of the most
harmonious and useful SETS OF SUB-DIVISION - either we call these sets VEILS because they
clothe higher planes, or SPANNERS because of their usefulness from our position in the physical
world! This book not only wants you to know about the Octave – it wants you to apply it to your
life. We all know how to sing the Octave – sing it now, to remind yourself, using the names Doh,

Re, Mi, Fa, So, La, Ti and back to Doh, mentally also thinking of them as notes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (but
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see Book 1 for some really interesting musical experiments you will be able to try). It is said that
most people when they hum instinctively choose Middle C/Doh, the natural grounding point of
the Octave from the point of view of a human on Earth. Think about the days of the week as
seven notes, coming to rest at the end of the Sabbath as the first note of the new Octave begins
another cycle of work and duties for you at the start of the working week. Do you feel a sense of
order in linking the idea of Octave to the seven stars of the Great Bear, the seven colours of the
rainbow, and the seven days of the week? You are beginning to understand Cosmic Law.
The foundation for learning the workings of the Octave is, of course, music itself, whose
vibrations antedate mankind, and is the key to experiencing cosmic Number and the nature of
Heaven. This is why we start with music in Book 1. Using music not only points backwards in
time to the history of its development, but astonishing new applications to high-frequency sound
are to be made from our modern world, as the observable gamut of wavelengths has been
extended, refined and deepened. Ferris’s table helps us take stock:

Ill. 0 - 30: Table of wavelengths - with their radius length given in powers of 10 from subatomic to
galactic levels, the human scale stands at gauge 1 at the point of Doh/Middle C – from Ferris Coming
of Age in the Milky Way p.287
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Using this as a guide, we will come to see how the Octave persists as a constant throughout the
workings of the universe, not only on the massive scale of our planetary system, but also down
to the smallest scale of subatomic particles – see Books 3 and 9. Somewhere between these
two scales sits Man, on the human plane, able to comprehend both ancient knowledge and
modern science. Use of Octave knowledge can solve many agonising problems, not only of how
to move between worlds, but also in discriminating between true notes and false in our search
for a more harmonious life. It certainly helps to explain why artificial substances like GM foods or
genetic engineering become danger zones, since damage is caused by breaking up natural,
cosmic octaves, even by intervals as small as a microtone.
Before we embark on understanding musical divisions, and other dependent natural measures
noted and used by mankind thousands of years ago, this Introduction is written to prepare your
mind for, and give a bird’s eye view of, the scope of our journey, whose stages run both
horizontally and vertically. Put another way, it gives a quick idea of the main rungs of the ladder
we will attempt to climb to reach heaven. Not all have to be trodden: some are essential, but
others can be missed out, according to strength or inclination.
As we move on from book to book, our main purpose is to demonstrate systematically many
more of the hidden, form-giving Octaves lying behind the great forest of bodies, things and
phenomena that surround us in the natural world, the man-made environment and the greater
universe beyond. As the physicist Thomas Gold once said, ‘The universe is what it is, because it

was what it was’ – in other words, an end product is the result of its previous stages, and the
Octave maps those stages, whether in a few basic notes or in the finer detail of their suboctaves. It is possible to follow the process of Creation or creation, or be creative, from first idea
to end result in terms of a series of descending Octaves whose notes start ultra-high and end, as
they cascade into matter, very low and solid indeed. The ancient Hindu philosophers have always
said that the world is built on Sound, all its forms being solidified vibration (see Book 1). We want
to enable you to realise that in essence all generative vibration is musical, beginning with the
creation of the Universe itself from the Great Sound (or Big Bang as it is usually called in this
science-based era). By using the Octave approach we will get a sense of how, through its power
alone, all spheres of knowledge hang together in a seamless order.

_______________________________________________________________________________
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To embark on knowing the universe through our entire personal chakra Octave (with support
from those sciences and arts we sometimes malign but can usefully use as mirrors) means we
should end up with some kind of overall knowledge of the Universe – but is this within reach of
the ordinary individual? Answer: yes, this way it is.
It is to the shame of modern science that even practitioners of the highest intelligence claim sole
factual exactitude and use the subject to block out other varieties of truth leading to the Centre!
That is why at the front of the book we have chose as our logo the ouroboros, or snake eating its
tail, a symbol that refers to cyclical continuity and the paradox that extremes meet – in our
argument this includes ancient and modern knowledge. The Back-and-Forth process may not
necessarily be creative: in terms of modern Physics we know matter emerges from and returns to
voids in the universe we call Black Holes which suck matter back into annihilation. The illustration
below is just a physical way of looking at the Ying-Yang power balancing at a hidden centre, and
embodies T S Eliot’s idea that ‘In my end is my beginning’:

Ill. 0 - 31: Simultaneous creation and absorption of the universe - the Steady Bang) – from
Murchie Music of the Spheres
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We can now take a glimpse at the world of ancient measures still beckoning to us across the
centuries, since it is they which will enable us to reach more universal conclusions about modern
data and new methods.
On a school timetable, the information provided by all the subjects taken together used to throw
light on the unifying principles that lock each subject together into the seamless garment which is
uncompartmentalised knowledge. Unfortunately, the school syllabus is no longer taught in this
way, and the possibility of emerging from it with a knowledge of principles is faint. An early stage
of finding out about everything is to realise how all subjects point to Knowledge as such (in fact,
‘science’ means ‘knowledge’). Nearing the end of my school days I was seized by the idea,
naively, that I wanted to know everything there was to know, believing it was possible. Over the
succeeding twenty years I followed different paths of enquiry – art history, archaeology, ancient
religions, and found in each case that it was not possible to know everything about even one
branch of knowledge in terms of absolutely all known information; that one could never
thoroughly grasp all aspects of any subject, nor keep completely up to date. Keeping up became
an effort in itself, superseding the desire for the knowledge. All the discoveries of modern science
with myriads of new pictures of an invisible world of atoms and genes meant further long hours
trying to get one’s brain round a new mythology that seemed to cause alienation from everyday
life because it was so abstract – invisible and intangible - even though beautiful at times, and
definitely there, needing to be incorporated into what was known already.
However, in the course of the long march to acquire omni-knowledge on the horizontal
dimension, I kept coming across a vertical dimension within it, giving glimpses of the means
whereby it would be possible, at a certain level of principle, to indeed have it within one’s grasp
to know everything. Slowly the nature of the search changed – to one of finding out just what
those vertical factors were that led to a Superfield uniting all fields below it. I hope by the end of
the series you will be much more certain of the existence of Wu-Chi, the Superfield that lies even
beyond background radiation, of our position within her, and how to use the many diagrams we
give you, increasing in complexity but simple in essence, to make a connection with Her. In
essence every Madonna and Child shows humanity seated in the lap of Great Mother Wu-Chi (Ill.
0 - 32 below).

Great civilisations have always aimed to cultivate the best mix of subjects for arriving at this
overview of knowledge, coming up with varied combinations to provide guidelines on the cosmos,
an approach that covers everything worth knowing in such a simple way that it cannot but
enhance the fullness of personal development. A dazzling example in comparatively recent
history was the cultivation of the Seven Liberal Arts so favoured in Mediaeval and Renaissance
Europe. Anyone who mastered Speech and Number - the Trivium comprising Grammar, Logic and
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Rhetoric - and The Quadrivium - comprising Arithmetic, Music, Geometry and Astronomy - knew
enough of the basic principles of knowledge to make them a civilised man or woman – a whole
person. An Elizabethan lady or gentleman knew music, dancing, astronomy, grammar, arithmetic
and geometry, and the results of this flowered in all domains of Elizabethan life, taking English
civilization to a high point. Through the study of the Seven Liberal Arts (so called because they
liberate mankind from their earthly prison) it was possible to be an all-rounder, a Renaissance
Man or Woman. For instance, understanding the works of Shakespeare demands an

Ill. 0 - 32: Virgin and Child with Grapes by Masaccio13 – National Gallery, London

13

Masaccio with Brunelleschi and Alberti formed a fifteenth century pioneer group in Florence who revived
the Seven Liberal Arts, so called because they liberate Man
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education in the Liberal Arts if his metaphors are to make sense. On the Renaissance model, it
was not the aim for an educated man or woman to be a lopsided specialist, as happens
nowadays, where a person hangs from the Cosmos by one thread of detailed expertise.
This, then, is one approach. A true picture of the whole, or knowledge common to everything, is
arrived at by studying its differing modes, like the famous Indian story of people touching
different parts of the elephant in the dark. All are right about what they say they touched, but to
get to know what the whole elephant is like, all their statements have to be taken together. Each
subject of the school curriculum throws light on Whole Knowledge, and taken together they
corroborate amongst themselves the mystery of the seamless continuum we inhabit. Whatever
form each explanation takes, their coming together must, in the accrual, be spiritually accurate
for it to qualify as knowledge that caters for all eventualities. Here I replace the word Science
uses, ‘theory’ - which is uncertain - with ‘knowledge’ which is certain. By this criterion the Big
Bang theory of physics is certainly vaguer and less user-friendly than the Book of Genesis in the
outline given of the main phases of Creation to explain our origins (does it make any difference
to us what temperature the universe was at when it began, or how much it weighs?). Taken
together, however, both echo each other’s account at crucial points, and shed light on the actual
truth of our existence in carnal form.
Any separate subject is a limited tool when it comes to understanding the whole universe, but all
the subjects taken together highlight hidden facets of each other, pointing to one governing body
of knowledge, in old usage termed Cosmic Law and its Never-ending Story. The arena where all
roads meet and unite (or, rather, originate) is the Superfield at the metaphysical level, the Logos,
Supreme Knowledge. Metaphysics, being beyond all subjects but common to them all because it
is their origin, has implicit within it a science of changes of level, or dimension – and is the
runway to changing planes. If we are to understand where we fit into the chain of existence, and
the status of our varieties of experience, this form of knowledge is indispensable if we are to get
the bigger picture. Although all religions include the Cause of all causes in their explanations for
creation, metaphysics alone explains the first series of principles at the level where no
contradictions can occur between one branch of knowledge and another, or one religion or
mythology with another.
We each have individual circumstances out of which, with hindsight, Fate led us to the quest for
the eternal principles of life – those ratios and proportions that seem to hold all life together and
which it is vital to live by if we are to be happy – truly happy - on all notes of our Octave. Rather
than look back at all this as separate episodes of our lives, it now seems time to piece everything
together and pool our resources, from whatever platform suits our type best. Principles can be
more useful than religious dogma, but most still need the support of conventional religion on a
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day-to-day basis because of the protection a great tradition gives to individuals from going too
far out on a limb with their own personal enquiries. There should be no harm in remaining tied to
mother’s apron strings unquestioningly, except that these traditions have themselves been so
bankrupted by contemporary humanity that we have to look at what their constituents should be
in a healthy state, resow the seeds and regerminate them.
Although by giving you the concentrated essence of the best results of our enquiries we are
aiming to help you avoid the same expenditure of time and effort as we have put in over
decades, there is no avoiding a certain amount of travelling alone to find your own particular
spoke on the Wheel of Life. Our series of books filters the researches of hundreds we have met
from different disciplines, been taught by, or whose books we have read. But beyond that, they
need to be validated by your own personal observations and experience – successes and
mistakes – because only that way do you find out what you really know in usable form. The
books should work like a diet or exercise book in that it is meant to encourage you to test its
material for yourself, for keep-fit mental and spiritual health. The full relevance of all the books to
your own personal development is explained in Book 14. In the West we spend huge sums of
money on keeping fit physically but little to keep our finer bodies so. Mental clarity has an effect
downward and upward on your tree, both alerting the physical and opening up spirit, so let us
look at those aspects of knowledge (amongst them the Seven Liberal Arts) that we term universal
languages and transform ourselves along their norms, rather than their deformities.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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4. Universal Languages, or Useful Wavelengths for Humans

As hinted at above, if we look at life through the Octave it is easy to relearn the languages that
clothe it. Due to the phenomenon of correspondences between octaves on different planes it is
possible to know about everything in principle. Their languages are so simple that everyone can
understand them - being Colour, Music, Geometry and Number. We partly know them already but
they need also to be consciously taught from childhood to be truly operative. Inasmuch as music
is number and structure, it is the supreme vehicle for leading the soul heavenward to Spirit,
because it is the least solid, but for some types of people whom music does not touch, colour or
geometry have just as much power. All three have the Octave modulations of music in common:
they have the same progression of notes and intervals, which can be lined up to correspond with
each other, as we shall demonstrate fully in Books 7 and 8. In later books we also explore
precisely the links to Planets and Signs as given on Cosmokrator (Books 7 and 9).

Ill. 0 - 33: This image gives a sense of the bombardment of wavelengths taken in by the human
senses at every second – artwork by Christos Magganas National Geographic Magazine Oct.
2001, pp16/17

Very roughly we could equate each of these languages with each of the Four Worlds (Ill. 0 - 23) –
Colour to the Senses; Music to the Soul; Geometry to the Mind, and Number to Spirit – but, as
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that diagram shows, they are not completely watertight so resound in and echo each other, and
in the end appeal to spirit in their particular ways. Ills 0-17 and 0-20 show how the Four Worlds
are attached to particular levels on our receiver/transmitter – Spirit (White), Mind (Yellow),
Emotion (Blue), and the Senses (Red), and how by crossing over each other they retune the
Master Octave of our body and its links to those higher worlds. On further inspection, these main
zones and faculties break down into thousands of lesser octaves that irradiate the universe in
specialised modes vibrating at different wavelengths (Ill. 0-23)
We expand on the main ones during the series. It is enough to know for the moment that the
Octave manifests as the spectrum of colour, the notes of sound, and the gamut of harmonic
shapes, all detectable as Order in Matter, or Number. Languages lower down the hierarchy will
always relate back to these in the end, like twigs to branches and branches to the trunk, so in
Book 1 of the series we are particularly set on pursuing the language of the Octave in Music,
because it is easy to demonstrate how it works, and a wavelength to which other sets can
demonstrably be linked.
The 1960s media guru, Marshall McLuhan, was right – each medium, whatever message it may
carry, is in its very vibration its own message (and massages different centres on the human
instrument). The reason why people are so mesmerised by television is not simply its content,
but really the attraction of the medium, a shimmering rainbow of electrons channelling the World
in as enchanting a way as the reflection of an object in the mirror that looks more alluring than
the original it reflects. The power of the internet is a later example which was not developed
enough in McLuhan’s time for him to pronounce upon.
Although McLuhan’s apothegms were uttered with man-made media in mind, they also apply to
the natural densities of the Four Worlds: again, each medium is its own message, whether
number, shape, colour or music, and each medium enchants in its own particular way.

Science’s Search for a Grand Unified Theory compared with Ancient Models
For most scientists, the formulations of past cosmologies no longer apply in the present day.
Instead, they have imposed on the entire western world the anxiety of having no firm set of
principles upon which to erect a model of the universe, which society even as recently as the
Elizabethan period had. After millennia of mankind living in tune with the universe, scientists
today say they are still in the process of seeking out a Theory of Everything, or Grand Unified
Theory (GUT) – as if we must ditch the earlier ones and put our lives on hold until we are told
what the new formulation is – if they ever arrive at one. The details of the story of the current
search for a Theory of Everything is given in later books – in their short-sightedness about the
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past, science’s vocation in life is to reinvent the wheel in its own terms, feeling the need to prove
the fine detail of what makes us tick before we are given permission to feel alive – which we
knew we were already without having to be told so! Never before has it been so important to
understand the Octave at the invisible level of the universe, at a time when our lives are run by
genetics, cell structure and particle physics. Yet Plato in The Timaeus wrote about Number (as
opposed to numbers) at work from beyond the physical universe long before modern physics and
chemistry obscured them in a welter of detail.
It is sad only a small proportion of mankind is unable to see how to use the accumulated
experience of history, nor the deep-rooted wisdom of the ancients, to add clarity to the mass of
new information streaming down on us and even sadder they are not listened to by communities
at large. Yet each new field is a way in to the Cosmos. That we have reached the position of
searching out the principles of life all over again indicates how seriously, in our culture as a
whole, we have lost touch with them. The approach of authors like R O Wilson or P Dawkins
mocks other modes of knowledge, making people who approach life from other disciplines,
especially religion and the humanities, feel their thinking is invalid, when in fact their greatest
quality is the inclusion of the human scale. We have exchanged the multivalent, eternal laws of
metaphysics for the information gathered by science – but rarely are we given its patterns. Even
when science finds natural measures are indeed at work, it does not recognise them as the
traces of a superior order of law irradiating their particular field. Of course, there are outstanding
exceptions to this, and these people’s work is described in the relevant chapters. But the general
run of scientists ridicules ideas about proportion, harmony and natural measures, concentrating
instead on the black holes, uncertainty laws and grand forces governing atomic particle
interaction at either the atomic level or astrophysical – at both extremes outside the human
scale. It is astonishing how the Uncertainty Principle has undermined people’s sense of stability
and morality: it does not provide a firm bed in which the human psyche can get rooted firmly
enough to feel sure about opening out the upper leaves of its full tree of life, let alone developing
buds and flowers. In fact at the present time the greater proportion of the human race is out of
its tree, the Tree of Adam Kadmon, rather than meaningfully engaged in it.
No hierarchy of levels compatible with humanity’s full scope of the kind demonstrated in the
diagrams given in this Introduction has so far been drawn up as a result of modern scientific
investigation. Poking about in the brain is not exploring Mind – it is only tinkering with its
receiving instrument – it is just one astonishing error of thought that scientists commit by
confusing two planes of existence that we know from the diagrams to be in separate Octaves.
Not only does science give a wholly material explanation for the existence of the universe,
disallowing spiritual, mental or emotional causation, but the models we are asked to accept for
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scientific genesis, while valid for their own plane, are a new kind of ‘mythology’, couched in terms
beyond the understanding of the ordinary man and woman, more incredible than any Greek myth
– which at least has its own inner metaphysical truth. In olden days the crudest peasant had a
sense of Heaven, Earth and Hell, as rural folk still do in ‘Info-Poor’ countries. The modern, urban,
peasant lives in a flatland of media gratification and sensationalism unredeemed by spiritual
virtue because the aridity and amorality of science and sensationalist news has made him or her
dependent upon artificial relief – much as the Ugly Sisters tried to squeeze their feet into
Cinderella’s Glass Slipper. For people who try to squeeze the multi-dimensional reality they
innately come from into the scientific concepts we are asked to accept as The Theory of
Everything have to chop large parts of themselves off to make them fit onto the physical plane
alone. The result is humans who are so underdeveloped that we can identify them as the Aliens
and Martians science fiction has so long expected to invade the planet – though not from outer
space as they are here already. The experience of past sages who still understood the octave of
Earth, Man and Heaven is therefore our cure for getting back to the extended Harmonic View.
_______________________________________________________________________________

Distinguishing Wavelengths
Having read thus far, you already have a sense that cosmic law is clearly detectible at different
levels of solidity or, put another way, at every unfolding of the Universe’s frequencies –
remembering that ‘frequency’ means ‘the pace at which substance on any one level (or Octave)
vibrates’. Every substance has its own wavelength so that, for instance, the first Element,
Hydrogen, has a radio wavelength of 21cm: following which all the elements follow at decreasing
length (see Book 3 on Atoms). In the colour spectrum red travels at a lower, slower frequency
than blue:

Ill. 0 - 34: The slower the wave, the more radiation inclines to the red end of the
spectrum - the faster it is, the more it inclines to the blue – note this in preparation for
Book 9 on the red shift in astronomy
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As the caption suggests, the Elements (and the speed of galaxies measured by the Red Shift
phenomenon) can be distinguished from each other by analysing the colours they emit. As we
go through the series, specific wavelengths for key spheres of life will be examined to see what
form they take, how they work and how they can be used to ‘read’ corresponding levels above or
below, due to the phenomenon known as synaesthesia (wavelength matching):

Ill. 0 - 35: The colour spectrum within the gamut of electro-magnetic waves harnessed by
modern man and filtered through electronic gadgets – from Jones et al. Images of the Cosmos
(the position of the colour spectrum is separately indicated)

When cooperating in their natural state of harmony our body, psyche and mind are constantly
reading, matching and comparing wavelengths – to an extraordinary degree in the case of certain
individuals with a highly developed ‘Sixth’ sense, as we describe in a later book.
School textbooks, usually a generation out of date, make the universe seem tidily systematised
and graspable by conveniently charting the range of known frequencies in terms of vibrations per
second at powers of 10.
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Ill. 0 - 36: The radiation spectrum arranged in order of cycles to the power of 10, with the gauge
placed at 1 cycle per second – from a general school textbook
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Given that it is about vibration, the table above is misleadingly static when compared to the
National Geographic’s vivid portrayal of the kinds of waves with which the human race is
constantly bombarded (Ill. 0 - 33). The pictures of Ill. Ill. 0 - 35 go some way to making the
spheres pulsating either side of 1, the human scale more vivid by giving a more lively sense of
the wavelengths in the middle range of the universe to which humans have easiest access
through the bodily senses. Ill. 0 - 36 adds to the minus range of vibrations down to space quanta
between atomic particles: right at the bottom of that table we should now fill in the hum of
radiation still going on as the aftermath of the Big Bang, known as Cosmic Background Radiation.
This fastest-possible wavelength radiation provides us with a faded snapshot of the universe as it
was some 300,000 years after the Big Bang (Ill. 0 - 13) according to the person who with his
team finally proved its presence, George Smoot (though, as I said before, perhaps we should
rename it The Big Sound, or First Note of Creation). At the outer limits of the physical range,
Smoot writes, is the original turbulence set in motion when the physical universe began, whose
reverberations were in 1992 checked and measured to be indubitably present as a permanent
background to the cosmos, still reverberating at 3º above absolute zero (-273ºC). We study all
this in Book 9.
The Big Sound has only recently been calculated as taking place 15 billion years ago, but Far
Eastern philosophy centuries ago had already posited such a scenario (Ill. 0 - 9). But then, the
hallmark of twentieth-century science is to reinvent the wheel and prove the obvious in countless
materialistic ways, using cumbersome, literalistic methods. Ancient Orientals would have found it
unnecessary to descend to such a dense plane to demonstrate these truths: it was quite enough
to see it metaphysically as the descent of ever-thickening matter from the First Polarity (Ill. 0 - 7),
our SPANNER/VEIL 1. In Smoot’s estimation, these background ‘wrinkles in Time’ (Ill. 0 - 13) still
sound through us, unbeknownst to our worldly consciousness, subconsciously picked up as the
remote background beyond white sound, and actually a component of the blank, hissing
television screen when a channel is off air, according to Bill Bryson in his Story of Almost
Everything which was an opportunity to talk about Correspondences between Octaves of the
Universe which he did not take up –our case for Cosmokrator is therefore not lessened. This is
merely the physical level of a much higher level background eternally present, ‘The Tao’ of the
ancient Chinese which we call ‘The Superfield’ in this book, contact with which is attainable
through the awakening of consciousness to the upper octaves by contemplation (a mixture of
active thinking and passive being) and the study of metaphysics.
If we accept, from our own experience of seeing and hearing - and using radios, televisions and
electrical appliances - that there are hierarchies of speed of vibration, related to length, that
make up the universe, it is also helpful to understand the tables of Ill. 0 - 30, Ill. 0 - 35 and Ill. 0 -
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36 as charting different Octaves of vibration which by their very numerical make-up account for

the variety of life. Any activity set up on one level is not wholly self-contained, but impinges on
other worlds, just as people living in badly insulated flats living one above the other can hear
each other’s movements. They reflect and leak into each other since influence has to travel
somewhere – it cannot stay with itself. An obvious example of this process is seen in the way
movement in the solar system brings about weather conditions on earth (below) which in turn
affect plant life and what clothes humans wear.

Ill. 0 - 37: Earth surrounded by its Electric field: from Murchie Music of the Spheres

Physicists have now well and truly measured this huge, invisible cloud of radiation surrounding us
on planet Earth that impinges upon our own personal aura of intake and radiation outward ( Ill. 0 38). Earth itself consists not only of an orb of minerals with plants growing out of it and animals

roaming on it, but also, like a human being, of a series of outer sheaths, starting with the
atmosphere and moving out to ionosphere, the electromagnetic sphere and beyond, which
together orchestrate to form an entire living organism, recently reassigned its ancient Greek
name, Ge/Gaia (Mother Earth) by James Lovelock.

Ill. 0 - 38: Gaia: Earth with the Magnetosphere: Radiation fields surrounding Planet Earth are the
result of vast interactions between positively and negatively charged fields at micro and macro levels, giving
rise to the familiar doughnut image of the Earth’s sheaths attaching around the North-South axis, an
expression of the SPANNER 1 Ying-Yang root at work – from Murchie Music of the Spheres
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Into all these sheaths comes a string of helpful or obstructive radiations from the force-fields of
each of the planets in the solar system. That from the Sun is strongest, because it is actually a
star, standing at the centre as Energy Source for the entire solar system.
Not only is Gaia clothed in her own natural radiation field, but a vast amount of high-frequency
debris also pollutes it. For instance, an invisible ball, already 80 light-years in diameter, surrounds
Her, consisting of a fog of radio, radar and TV leakages that are forging outward into space since
their original transmission. In The Times (4/7/95) it was reported that ‘mobile telephones could
soon be blotting out the signals that astronomers use to understand the mysteries of the stars…
Some believe that they will have to plant their telescopes on the far side of the Moon to escape
the mobile-phone plague’. The Internet explosion has added another set of interferences into the
Earth’s atmosphere (Ill. 0 - 1 and Ill. 0 - 39).
But these man-made additions are negligible compared to the force of the magnetic field
surrounding Earth, let alone Earth’s own gravitational force-field.
All these emanations, with cosmic rays, radio waves and light coming into earth from outside,
affect us directly and are worth knowing about, but in turn fade into insignificance compared to
the force of thought or spirit, which run on much higher frequencies not recognised by science.
Here the value of the ancient example of Tao metaphysics shows the way (‘Tao’ actually means
‘Way’ – presumable the straight way (ṣirāt al-mustaqīm) Muslims ask God to guide them along,
the equivalent of the Christian ‘Lead us not into temptation’). We have to be rigorous about
differences between levels of vibration so that we are under no delusion about what type of
Octave we are engaged with at any one time, and whether the level we are at is harmonious or
dissonant to the aim in hand. Referring back to Ills 0-8,10, 16, 17, 20 and 0-21, each person,
consisting him- or herself of several ‘bodies’ is in a position, map in hand, to plug in consciously
to the vibrations emanating from the whole range shown. Ills 0-23-26 (at inner atomic depths or
outer galactic heights) and, beyond, to those sketched out in Ills 29 and 35-36, even if not
detectable to the ordinary human senses. So we have to polish mind and spirit to make further
travel possible.
It is not only physical radiations, but the afterglow of spiritual, mental and psychological events
that invisibly contribute to our ‘surroundings’. You may recall a visit to a cathedral which has
absorbed the ethos of the generations using it who have called up the Divine, quite apart from
the measured proportions of the architectural space, intentionally created to magnetise the
rarefied atmosphere of Spirit, setting off the finest harmonies of the soul. Such a body of
architecture acts as a Cosmokrator that contains humans, using music, colour and three-
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dimensional sculptural and architectural forms to tune souls and provide short-cuts to the bliss of
partaking in the Master Octave.
We begin to discern the pros and cons of old and modern attitudes towards knowledge. Through
its penetration of sub-atomic, cell and galactic behaviour, science has tried to formulate a Theory
of Everything (the Holy Grail of modern physics, also named the Grand Unified Theory, GUT for
short) which, unlike the Octave approach, collapses all Four Worlds into the material world, and
is therefore unable to solve non-material questions. Even if, unwittingly, modern science in the
right hands has vastly extended the range of reachable Octaves, it has not seen how to
distinguish between levels, or dimensions of knowledge. It therefore engages in unbelievable
mental contortions in its efforts to incorporate intangible dimensions into one materialistic theory
at the sub-atomic level – by naming a host of elusive ‘particles’ and using an arcane language
that far outdoes any occult spell in its sheer lack of intelligibility to the man or woman in the
street. Spirit, on the other hand, lies behind true fairy tales, which are all about events affecting
its attainment or loss, as children know.
All the same, in our book on the Atom (Book 3), we attempt an ordering of what physicists have
observed, because deeply embedded in the morass of subatomic behaviour some new Octaves
can be spotted at work, displaying all the usual behaviour of simple harmonics. We show that
perhaps science has needlessly coined an elitist language of particle physics which few can
understand or put to use in coping with the practical, let alone spiritual, life. It certainly cannot
cope with metaphysical realities using normal human language as does, for instance, the Tao Te
Ching approach.
Having summarised the four key attitudes and looked deeper at the nature of the
science/humanities divide that we need to overcome, we should look at how really to absorb
what the diagrams are showing us, and other methods we can adopt to make full use of
Cosmokrator and the information buried in it.
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MAKING USE OF COSMOKRATOR AND ITS BOOKS
Knowing about the Octave, including that of the full human spectrum, is of no use if you cannot
see it as applicable to yourself.
The Cosmokrator model and its series of books is a solid instrument that encapsulates all the
knowledge described in our illustrations, so that we can conveniently apply what it holds to our
own situation – hence in the books linked to it we gradually come to realise the implications of
the Octave for our personal development. Whatever our daily job or career, consciously or
unconsciously each person tries to make sense of his or her place in life. Detective-like, the
process of juggling and piecing together differing signals coming in from life events, and from the
media, begins (there is no human who does not on some scale undertake a more or less
incessant internal philosophical dialogue and enquiry). Sometimes order and sense are seen:
sometimes all seems meaningless – these states are two sides of the same coin. Often without
realising it, because we do it all the time, we automatically go through the process of weighing
and measuring our experiences. From this process we strain to reconcile our ideal in the light of
actual events, on whatever level. Maybe we are stuck on a particular plane, feeling like an eating
machine, a sexual machine or an earning machine, worrying whether to move house, accept an
unethical office life, or how to face up to losing our looks and eventually dying. Against this
continual questioning we try to garner further clues that will give clear signposts in dealing with
such dilemmas. Our conclusions are different according to how much we know about ourselves
and what plane we are on – and whether we know how to gain a higher perspective by
deliberately changing planes.
To do this needs an understanding of levels of vibration and what effects they have, for when it
comes down to it, we seek harmony and sense, and using octave sequences helps to classify all
kinds of phenomena. Knowing the sequence, stages and parts of any type of Octave or
Waveband, as we will in the coming chapters, we begin to see opportunities for stringing
together realms of knowledge that echo each other, using this to raise our game. Just as the
Moon does for Earth, so Cosmokrator for humans filters the octaves of heavenly influence down
to the human scale. Realising that all octaves are like each other simplifies the confusion of
variety that sets up powerful resonances in the soul, inevitably fostering personal growth along
harmonic lines. Take the example of monastic life, where chanting, ritual and prayer were
reinforced by sacred architecture, coloured glass and beautiful paintings and sculpture, in an
exalting and exulting combination. To extend one’s octave range from one to several leads to
greater fulfilment, because we consciously open ourselves up to more of the universe playing
through us like a rich organ. Our challenge today is to achieve this without needing to adopt the
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contemplative life in monastery or nunnery - but in every day life. Encouraging others in this
direction means having like-minded companions on the way. Influence, dissonant or consonant,
is spread through large numbers of people by morphic resonance (a phenomenon explained in
Book 1) – such that one person’s example can be enough to set off a far-reaching chain
reaction.

Ill. 0 - 39: The most recent harnessing of wavelengths has happened with the Internet – this is a 3D map of its global distribution between North America and Europe, made up of a central core
like the bow on a bow-tie, and then the bow and straps where less-used sites get strung out according
to use and numbers of connections with other sites – from London Metro Newspaper 21 June 2001

We in the West love mysteries. The word has a different connotation nowadays from what it had
for the ancient world – ineffable epiphanies experienced during secret rites were ‘Mysteries’ of a
higher order, as too were doctrines about the Incarnation of God into Man, that cannot be
logically explained. These days we take the word mostly to apply to solving true or fictional crime
stories, but archaeology and medical diagnosis go hand in hand with crime detection in showing
how, time after time, small clues often lead to far-reaching answers, and the same is true of
Harmonics. When we come to puzzling out the nature of our life in the cosmos, we do not need
very many clues before we can gain access to the invisible larger picture they point to – but we
have to be rigorously accurate, and not just jump to conclusions. Those who are curious and
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really want to solve such mysteries have to be prepared to go up blind alleys, experiment and
make mistakes in changing planes when changing wavelength – a lot of this process has been
speeded up for you through Cosmokrator, to give you a head start – but slowly the clues mount
up and the inside story becomes as clear as daylight – or enlightenment.
How a human could deliberately close down their own instrument and not pursue this trail of
fascinating clues on several planes is a mystery in itself, for humans are made to know and solve
the mystery of what holds the physical universe together because they are the universe in
miniature, containing all its octaves (being at the same time the final octave in the chain of
Creation). Some people live their entire life on an extremely limited range of body and psyche
sensation: others develop the mind, or wallow in emotion, while others embark on higher work
on spirit, right alongside those who prefer to use religion as an instrument of bigotry. For all that
each human is provided with the internal equipment, it is extraordinarily difficult to develop
wholesomely on all fronts, first because everyone has a particular bias towards one field at the
expense of others, and second because others have as an extraordinarily strong vested interest
in holding back even their friends and loved ones, as much as their enemies, to their own levels
of limitation.
During the Renaissance a small handful of men and women consciously worked together to
revive civilization through the pursuit of the universal languages of science and art through the
disciplines governed by Number and Language, The Seven Liberal Arts, referred to earlier. These
extend the three universal languages of Music, Number (Arithmetic) and Geometry to include
Logic, Grammar, Rhetoric (well-formed speech) and Astronomy (which covered Architecture as its
proportional instrument). Sometimes Painting was added (on the pleading of Leonardo da Vinci)
to make an Eighth Art, which brings in Colour, our fourth language, to complete the Octave of
Knowledge. It is perhaps reassuring that their quest took place at a time of crime, war and
uncertainty about spiritual realities much like our own. Pursuing such a goal involves trials and
sacrifices, today almost always caused by others who have it in their power to enable the
talented to move forward, but prefer instead to be one-sided specialists lacking an overview,
blocking the path to interdisciplinary interchange (and this means both scientists, artists and the
priests of any religion). It is the cosmic diagrams of the kind we give you in this introductory
book which remind us of the blueprint that can help us follow the seamless fabric of Knowledge,
whose central axis runs between and unites both the maleness of Science and the femaleness of
Art. Our approach stands on the shoulders of the Renaissance, which itself looked back to the
ancient world, by keeping in mind the idea of the Octave so as to follow in modern-day terms its
detailed reduplication into thousands of new wavelength variations. These even modern science,
knowingly or unknowingly, has at times intercepted and charted like a musical score.
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We have laid a great deal of emphasis on the illustrations for the book series since, although
some people understand abstract information better through number, geometry and words,
others prefer to approach the same truths through colour, art or nature. Whatever mix of left and
right brain activity you are endowed with, all are vital for understanding our main theme: the
interchangeability of wavelengths in octaves. No other work has done this at such a basic level
before in relation to setting in train our own personal growth. Where geometry may discipline the
mind, bringing in the colour waveband as an expression of cosmic number radiates the emotion
of divine harmony, refreshing the heart. Text and pictures are therefore of equal importance on
our odyssey through the Octaves of Cosmic Law.
One way to bring them to life for you personally is to draw and colour your own versions of the
diagrams in this book, making them yours. There are more to follow in later books in the series,
so it is a good idea to start the habit early and lay in a sound foundation. The precise hues in
paint tubes are given on the Cosmokrator website.
Contemplation is also in order. Interesting that the word Time, conTemplate and Temple are
interconnected, because it is a process of consciously aligning yourself to the Time-warps and wefts of the Cosmos. In that natural state of mind you may leave the mind blank and rest, or you
may ponder some question – in this instance visualising one of the diagrams and testing it. You
may be someone who finds it difficult to sit down and be still while doing this, and be more
suited to contemplating while on the move. You can contemplate while commuting, walking,
knitting, gardening, or some other activity where the mind has no particular task and can be
given something to ruminate upon. A lot of people get their best thoughts while lying in the bath,
or in the small hours of the morning. Sometimes, however, the relaxed state needs to be
specially induced, and the simplest approach is to be in a darkened room or quiet corner of the
garden, sitting in an upright chair or reclining with head raised on pillows, falling silent with
closed eyes. It doesn’t matter if sometimes you just fall asleep, since higher mind in the dream
state sorts out wonderful things which it transmits to the psyche in dreams or half-awake.
In the case of the diagrams we have introduced in this book, once the mind has fallen silent you
can call up any one of them currently to the forefront of your mind and, using it as a map, try
consciously to travel through it. You might perhaps choose the body chakra diagram and, after
drawing it out for yourself, later sit quietly and visualise yourself in you own body, starting at the
root chakra and climbing each rung, seeing each colour zone as you pass through. While
journeying, recite the name of each chakra you pass, identifying in your mind’s eye your own
chakra points and their zone of activities – where you experience physical sensations and
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movements, where emotion; where your dreams and imagination emerge; where you think; and
where you experience Spirit. There may be all kinds of results but certainly one of them is that
you see the different parts of yourself in perspective. Equally, while drawing out the Tree of Life,
or even the Fourfold Sephiroth (Ill. 0 - 23), you will, again, see your place inside each zone, and
identify your physical body, your emotions and your thinking in perspective within the overall
scheme of things – certainly a good start at this stage.
The exercise will not be easy because, as just mentioned, the zones infiltrate each other quite
subtly and are not in real life demarcated by fences. Some areas of awareness may not make
themselves known in meditation, but might erupt and make themselves known in common life
situations! The discipline of fixing the diagram in your mind, however, help you later in hindsight
to identify which worlds were in operation when these events occurred. It is obvious when you
are driven by hunger or sex/action, for instance, but at other times you mind might be clouded
by emotions from a remote memory, or fired by an idea – all this will be explored much more
fully in Books 6 and 14. Such is the confusion that exists between worlds in the average
unfocused or lop-sidedly developed person of today (especially that one is only one’s physical
body) that few can analyse what is going on inside them: emotions are confused with thoughts;
physical sensations with spiritual experience, and so on. However, if the diagrams are ‘fed’
through your mental screen during the silence exercise, you start to interiorise it. Then situations
arise in your life where you can afterwards refer to the visualised diagram and realise which of
your many bodies was in the driving seat. You may be angry, mentally active or ethereally calm
on different days, and by studying these experiences and matching them against the diagram
now mentally viewable within, be able to discern which world you allowed to predominate at that
juncture. Gradually you start to consciously decide to move to a level in yourself whilst in the
situation so that you handle it better – for instance instead of becoming angry, rising to the
centre of reason and remaining reasonable. What is at stake is learning to move up and down
your personal Octave with more precision, not only extending your operativeness to the full
range, but getting their notes coordinated so they don’t set you off in different directions. When
you notice yourself getting angry, for instance, you are that much more able to see that an
emotion is getting the better of you. That mental observation can enable you to let it fall into the
background, like taming a horse with a bridle (Plato’s metaphor).
Precisely because one realm of activity affects other levels above and below, drawing out the
diagrams or making models of them is ‘read’ by your soul as you do it 14, and the Spirit in you
responds to it and reflects it back without your ordinary mind noticing! The Fourfold Sephiroth is

14

Hence the importance of ritual in religion or any other spiritual practices.
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quite amenable to being made out of balls and straws like an atomic model. I found Keith
Critchlow’s diagrams so useful when I came across them that I drew them out very carefully and
coloured them in, almost making a ritual of it. This may be something you want to do too. With
compass and ruler, draw a horizontal line and on it a series of overlapping circles, centre to
circumference. Then draw in your own human form and colour in the zones. If you have a
photograph of yourself you could go so far as to cut out your figure, sticking it down on a sheet
of paper and then drawing the circles over it to identify the Four Worlds over yourself. Then go
the next step and identify your seven chakra zones, or frequencies at which your personal
receiver/transmitter works. Then when you sit to contemplate, visualisation will have become a
great deal more vivid. Ritual arises from physically enacting a spiritual truth, since it fixes the
invisible or intangible within the physical – religion and magic (noble when complete and debased
when partial) depend on this.
Before even starting to work on the Octave more precisely in Book 1, you will have started to
get a sense of how each individual is built on its own Octave of seven or eight main zones of
experience, and in the seven-chakra diagrams the way one circle’s circumference runs through
the centre of its neighbour, indicating schematically how in real life different types of experience
interpenetrate each other, even though the centres each have a distinct identity. You will also
start to see more clearly the state other people are in by noticing from their behaviour which
centres they mostly use to fuel their lives. This means that instead of reacting negatively you
have more detachment, and therefore control and power, in your relations with them. You can,
indeed, get them to change gear to a more appropriate chakra for the situation in hand simply by
what you do or say to trigger off a different centre.
Applying the diagrams provided in the entire series of ATUM TO ATOM books to ourselves and
others underlines how the body, end product of the Creation’s unfolding, is an even better
Cosmokrator than our little model of the heavens, since it is the interface that processes and
understands the routes between Spirit and Matter in the way that humans understand. In theory
the cosmic languages provided by harmonics, working across Octaves, enables Mankind to know
everything, in a way that reading all the books of the world cannot. Our body as receptor, if kept
in good working order, constantly reads the book of the Universe on all levels, as Shakespeare
(‘sermons in stones’) and Blake (‘see the world in a grain of sand’) knew. Humans as originators
use those same harmonics to create works of art and architecture, as our books on those
subjects will beautifully demonstrate. The fact that so many modern architects and artists do not
use the rules of the Octave now could explain why we find much of their work so uncomfortable
in material, form and proportion: their artefacts are a true reflection of how modern man has cut
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his links with the Cosmos (the ancient Greek word for ‘Order in Space’) – sometimes replacing it
by a deliberate cult of the Ugly.
Interiorising the diagrams as you go along will make a huge difference to your being able to take
in and digest the more complex material later, so it is worth spending time laying a good
foundation. Some of the preliminary observations made at the beginning may seem childishly
obvious, but this is to make sure the reader sets off from a known starting line before things
branch out into complex, specific and often difficult networks which obscure, rather than reveal,
the harmonics of life. Cosmokrator itself combines the knowledge held in these diagrams - up to
Astrological SPANNER/VEIL 5 - so becomes more and more useful the more you digest the
individual diagrams.

Ill. 0 - 40: From the Interplay of the Ying-Yang/Female-Male polarity the whole Creation
develops, analysed in the Taoist tradition by the 8 natural forces of the Universe that multiply into the 64
changes of the I-Ching, - from Frantzis Opening the Energy Gates of Your Body15

Only at the very end of the series do we introduce the even more complex SPANNER/VEIL 6 to
include the Decans (36/37 divisions to the Octave - which supplies a further three-dimension
model), and finally SPANNER/VEIL 7 showing the 56-64 possible micro-micro-tonal divisions of
15

North Atlantic Books 1993
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the Octave - well expressed by the 64 changes of the I-Ching, given above at the biological level.
Note at the centre VEIL/SPANNER 1 expresses the ultimate Root.
In the www.cosmokrator.com website the Getting Started leaflet which you can print off from
there gives you a few basic exercises to start with to help you understand conflict and
compatibility between any two people based on the Sign of the Zodiac the Sun was in at the
time of their birth. Maybe I should expand at this point why this helps to give you inside
‘intelligence’ about a person’s true character.

_______________________________________________________________________________

Why is the Sun Sign Important?
As an initial exercise, Cosmokrator can be used to understand different human types through the
Sign the Sun was in on the time, date and place of their emergence from Mother’s womb. The
Sun is the symbol of wholeness and of the central coordinating energy of a person’s makeup. We
all know that if we set our alarm for 6.00 in the morning, it will be set off at that precise moment
as the hands come round and touch the trigger. We forget most of the time that the clock face is
derived from the total 360º view of the sky, against which the risings and settings of Sun and
Moon were tracked and recorded by ancient man for millennia in order to tell the time. Then we
got round to inventing a mechanical device with a large and small hand to do it for us without
having to look up at the sky. But the real sky has many more than the two most visible hands of
Sun and Moon – it also has all those other planets coming and going across it, and they all act as
separate hands on the clockface of the sky, with groups of stars (the Signs) in place of the
numerals (in fact, the twelve numerals on a clockface take the place of the zodiac signs across
which the Sun and Moon pass every day).
The astrologers’ science is to measure which numerals (Signs) the hands (Planets) are crossing
at any one time, as well as the geometric angles created between them in space (from our
viewing position on Earth) – while their art is to judge, and sometimes to predict, what effect
these movements have on human life below (in the ancient world only kings were deemed worth
a horoscope, because upon them the fate of their entire kingdom depended).
We all accept that the Sun/Gold has an influence on Earth because without it there would be no
life on Earth, and it is manifestly obvious that the Moon/Silver affects tides and the female
menstrual cycle – but what analgous effects/colours must the others have? The planets
themselves are simply kernels at the centre of force-fields of vast range - you are not expected
to believe that it is those balls of rock that the astronauts land on that have the influence, but
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they do happen to be the identifiable centres for those fields that radiate from their positions in
the solar system, from which to gauge the core fields of their relative pull and push on Earth and
on each other. On Cosmokrator the opposing influences on the sky’s clock face have been
summarised into seven pairs of contrasted impact, which helps a great deal to get to grips with
the problem of so many hands on the clockface of the sky that continually set off different alarms
- or events - whose touchpoints we did not know were there waiting to triggered off until
something happens out of the blue!
Using colour to explain the nature of these contrasting radiation fields is a powerful way of
introducing beginners – professionals too – to understanding by analogy the powers of the
individual elements of the solar system against the cosmos above us. Another rule of thumb
which goes a long way to getting the ‘feel’ of specific planetary effects is to make comparisons,
outlined in the next illustration, with electrical circuitry (already described in Kabbalistic terms in
Ill. 0 - 25), where the Sun’s power is equated to the Energy Source that is conducted down a wire

and meets with different kinds of obstruction or enhancement as it works its way through (see
caption) to illuminate the light-bulb (you on Planet Earth). However, the diagram hints at how
the outer planets (those in orbits beyond Saturn) operate at wavelengths of radiation beyond
electricity and are very much vaster, powerful and even dangerous in their influence once the
barrier created by Saturn’s orbit is crossed.
Any individual’s horoscope, which gives a ‘snapshot’ of the positions of the Planets against the
Signs at their particular time and place of birth (the positions are easily looked up in tables), is
their own particular cosmic clockface with all its alarm settings marked, placed over the different
zones of their life (appearance, work, money, love, home-life, etc. – this is decided by the
astrologers’ convention of ‘houses’). The Sign against which the Sun rose on the day of a
person’s birth will determine that zone of their life that is the energy source ( Ill. 0 - 25) of all
other aspects of their life, and therefore tends to be the key factor by which we can assess a
person’s makeup. To increase your knowledge of this subject we recommend the books of Linda
Goodman. ‘Your Stars’ columns in the newpapers only make predictions based on your Sun sign
which expresses the core of your life. True accuracy can only be obtained by looking at all the
planetary influences in your horoscope together, so that if you have reached a cross-roads in
your life it is best then to consult a professional astrologer, for as a person’s life proceeds and the
planets cross those horoscope ‘flashpoints’, so events are triggered off in the different areas of
one’s life.
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Ill. 0 - 41: The nature of planetary influences: here likened to the behaviour of an electrical circuit and
other related high-frequency waves – idea Charles Musès/diagram author
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Mostly we realise what happened after the event, but up to the end of James II’s reign in the
mid-Seventeenth Century, it was part of every-day culture for astrologers to predict events in
minute detail, prescribe plants for illnesses that were diagnosed in astrological terms, and elicit
answers to burning questions (Horary) by means of astrology (‘Should I marry her?’ Or ‘Who
stole my cow?’)ii. We do not guarantee you will become advanced enough through these books
to predict events with the Cosmokrator, but it will certainly help you understand aspects of your
present situation, assess the people you come into contact with on a Sun-sign basis, and make
choices that ease difficult situations.
_______________________________________________________________________________

How does Astrology (Macro-Colour and Geometry) Work?
Astrology works both through the three-dimensional geometry created between heavenly bodies
in the sky, and by their radiation fields that, criss-crossing, rain down on Earth in one form or
another. Kepler was the last astronomer to combine astronomical and astrological knowledge as
one – although Newton, too, saw these two branches of cosmic activity as indivisible (see Book
9 in the series). For us, the analogy of colour is one of the best ways to understand the nature of
stellar and planetary radiation – this changes according to the planets’ three-dimensional
geometric positions in the sky both in relation to each other, and to us on Earth - which Kepler
beautifully studied, and we will also look at in Book 9. Most people are familiar with the idea
that the musical notes of the octave can be given colour equivalents (demonstrated fully in Book
1). We know also that the ancients saw affinities between musical notes and the powers of the
planets and signs (Ill. 0 - 29). It therefore means that there seem to be mutual resonances
between planets, signs and colours – which, because colour is so direct in its impact, will help us
understand the nature of astrological influence radiating down on us from the sky – the links will
not be spelt out and reasoned in full until Books 7-9, so in the meantime you are taking the
Cosmokrator on trust. For the time being, in this introductory book I give you some tried and
tested basics about the nature of the signs and planets by starting to use their colour equivalents
on a working hypothesis. These colour equivalents are not assigned at random, but gleaned and
compared from ancient writings on the subject - and ancient practice embodied in actual
artefacts – and their contradictions were reduced down, after a great deal of testing, to what
seem finally to be the truest harmonic equivalents. Then the choice of colours matched to
musical notes is fully explored in the next book, Book 1 so you can then start to understand ‘the
Music of the Spheres’ at the heart of Cosmic Background Radiation. Only by Books 7-9 is it
possible to give you a digest of the ancients’ descriptions of the relation between musical notes,
the planets and the sign given, with a few modern updates. By then putting together the two
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sets of information we arrive at the colour equivalents for the signs and planets that are used on
Cosmokrator. In Book 9, on astronomy, we check those sequences against just enough ancient
clues to become pretty sure that we have chosen 99% of the right colour equivalents. Any finetuning I hope to receive as feedback from the reader on the Cosmokrator website.
Finally the purpose of Book 14 is to summarise the ways of applying, very simply, the
knowledge of all SEVEN VEILS to your everyday life and gradually transform yourself from
caterpillar to butterfly.
_______________________________________________________________________________

Personal Transformation
In ordinary life we experience small transformations daily without stopping to consider them as
such. We hardly take account of how the food we eat (a form of solid music) is being changed
into body cells and locomotive energy, let alone of thought into action or of zygote into embryo,
eventually to human being. But there is another kind of transformation, of a more spectacular
type, which is transformation along the vertical: that of the caterpillar spinning itself into its own
cocoon and emerging as winged butterfly (according to Tim Davies, ‘the Red Admiral butterfly
‘emits a distinctive beat as it fights its way out of the cocoon’). This kind of transformation is
available metaphysically to human beings – to transform from the gross to the finer creature
within, doing all the preparatory spinning during one’s physical life in preparation for the
breakthrough into the natural butterfly mode of spiritually evolved being. Personal transformation
is pointless if we are only doing it to keep our hardware (physical body) in good order: it is much
more important to look at the software, and the hardware will look after itself. The Mycenaeans
indicated the liberated spirit of resurrection that leaves the body behind by just such a butterfly:

Ill. 0 - 42: Mycenaean seal – Boardman Greek Gems and Finger Rings no. 65, Ashmolean Museum
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The wings at the top of the caduceus/spine in Barry Stevens’ Frontispiece painting, Sacred
Centres, on the very first page of this book, expresses the same spirit.
Few can concentrate and apply knowledge enough to undertake the full journey up the Ladder of
the Sephiroth alone, and should not try to if they have not changed enough – but knowing the
steps creates a climate that allows others to pursue the journey. Musaios in The Lion Path (see
Book 14) claims that such transformation can be set up in this life only through alterations in
specific parts of the brain that trigger the growth of a spiritual foetus between the thousandpetalled and two-petalled chakras (Ill. 0 - 16) – through specially timed meditations that
synchronise with planetary and stellar positions – much as in our picture of Taoist meditation
under the Great Bear. If these centres there are activated, the butterfly-like transformation (not
of the body, though anchored in it) unfolds, due to conscious and repeated connections made
with worlds above (in this instance by specifically aligning thought and being with the physical
markers of the grand psychological and angelic spheres). To effect such change involves the use
of the laws of transformation we study in this book, all based on the stages of the Octave and
harmonic self-alignment. For, in the end, there is no point in knowing about the Tree of Life and
its beautiful mechanisms if we do not also climb it to carry out the deepest, as well as the most

Ill. 0 - 43: Titan: ‘Earth and Saturn's moon, Titan, show striking similarities because both occupy "sweet
spots" in our Solar System’, researchers have said - from BBC Internet News 9 Sep 2005.
The nature of that sweet spot is explored through Cosmokrator and its books.
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ordinary, ends. On the other hand, it is not a journey we can hasten – we have to start from
where we are. We seem to overlook what a harmonious universe we live in – otherwise Life
would not exist, and we would not be standing on planet Earth with its extraordinarily balanced
mixtures of plants, animals and the elements of water, air, fire and space! One of Saturn’s
moons, Titan, is, the scientists tell us, closest to the character of our own planet. Interestingly it
has in it all the colours of the spectrum – yet it has not quite attained plant or animal clothing! It
bears repeating that this present work is not an elitist tract: it is a general book open to all to
gain from, starting with basics but with a grand end in view, for each reader to follow at their

Ill. 0 - 44: The Edenic state: Adam and Eve - perfectly united in the Garden of Harmony – courtesy
Virgin Company
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own pace and go as far as they are able – surely the hallmark of humans in the Aquarian age. It
contains the kind of knowledge which, starting from your own reading and then passed from
friend to friend, describes principles which affect your personal lives, then your families, then
your companies and finally your countries, and the world. If corruption and disillusion can spread,
how much more can the principles that bring wholeness and happiness. The principles are spread
first by living them and then by talking about them, especially to children. It gives an overall
orientation for returning to the true basics so much talked about in recent years. Each person
will in their own way follow up further detail through other books and teachers as suits their
destiny. Strangely, by not trying to change yourself, you change. Colouring the rainbow or
drawing out a geometric shape by itself restores, mends and awakens. In the meantime, listen to
a Mozart symphony, lay out a Persian carpet on your floor, or go on pilgrimage to a great
cathedral, all of which are a Cosmokrators, the harmonic universe in miniature, where all the
branches of knowledge contained within Wholeness are brought together - in astronomical
influence, colour, proportion, music and form – and deliberately built along those lines. Few
present-day priests and craftsmen know these laws of sacred art any more, but I do know of one
– the Bishop of London, The Right Reverend Richard Chartres, the Prince of Wales’s favourite
cleric, who, writing recently about the treasures of past wisdom contained in the British Museum
quoted T S Eliot ‘Where is the wisdom that we have lost in knowledge, and the knowledge we
have lost in information?’ It is time to get back to basics – the real basics – on our road back to
Paradiise.
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